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(57) [Abstract]

[Object] To provide a communication device which can

store information input from the outside, and reliably

perform the reply when receiving information which must be

replied.

[Solving Means] When it is detected that the reply to a

questionnaire is completed (S6, Yes), the telephone number

of a return destination of the questionnaire is retrieved

from the questionnaire information (S8) , communication

connection is automatically performed to the telephone

number destination (S9) , and the reply of the questionnaire

is returned (S10)

.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A communication device comprising:

a first information storage means which stores information

input via a communication line and includes connection

information of a return destination to the information;

an information output means which outputs information stored

in said first information storage means;

a reply input means which inputs the reply to the

information output by said information output means;

a reply comparing means which compares the information

stored in said first information storage means with the

reply input by said reply input means;

a connection information identifying means which identifies

said connection information out of the information stored in

said first information storage means; and

a communication means which performs communication based on

the connection information identified by said connection

information identifying means according to the result of

comparison by said reply comparing means.

[Claim 2] A communication device according to Claim 1,

further comprising:

a calendar circuit which detects time information such as

the present date, the day of the week and the time; and

a specified time determining means which compares the time

detected by said calendar circuit with the preset time,
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wherein said communication means performs the communication

based on the result of determination of said specified time

determining means.

[Claim 3] A communication device comprising:

a second information storage means which stores information

input via a communication line and includes the connection

information of the reply destination to this information and

time information such as the date, the day of the week and

the time;

a calendar circuit which detects time information such as

the present date, the day of the week and the time;

a time information identifying means to identify said time

information among the information stored in said second

information storage means;

a time comparing means which compares time information

identified by said time information identifying means with

time information detected by said calendar circuit;

a connection information identifying means which identifies

said connection information among the information stored in

said second information storage means; and

a communication means which performs the communication based

on the connection information identified by said connection

information identifying means according to the result of

comparison by said time comparing means.

[Claim 4] A communication device according to Claim 3,
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further comprising:

a specified time determining means which compares the time

detected by said calendar circuit with the preset time,

wherein said communication means performs the communication

based on the result of determination of the specified time

determining means.

[Claim 5] A communication device comprising:

a first information storage means which stores the

information input via a communication line and includes the

connection information of the reply destination to this

information;

an information output means which outputs information stored

in said first information storage means;

a calendar circuit which detects time information such as

the present date, the day of the week and the time;

an output time storage means which detects the time at which

the information is output by said information output means

by said calendar circuit, and stores the time in a

corresponding manner to the information stored in said first

information storage means;

an output time comparing means which compares time

information stored in said output time storage means with

time information detected by said calendar circuit;

a connection information identifying means which identifies

said connection information among the information stored in
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said first information storage means; and

a communication means which performs the communication based

on the connection information identified by said connection

information identifying means according to the result of

comparison by said output time comparing means.

[Claim 6] A communication device comprising:

a first information storage means which stores the

information input via a communication line, and includes the

connection information of the reply destination to this

information;

a calendar circuit which detects time information such as

the present date, the day of the week and the time;

a saved time storage means which detects the time at which

the information is stored by said first information storage

means by said calendar circuit, and stores the time in a

corresponding manner to the information stored in said first

information storage means;

a saved time comparing means which compares said time

information stored in said saved time storage means with

time information detected by the calendar circuit;

a connection information identifying means which identifies

said connection information among the information stored in

said first information storage means; and

a communication means which performs the communication based

on the connection information identified by said connection
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information identifying means according, to the result of

comparison by said saved time comparing means.

[Claim 7] A communication device comprising:

a power source which supplies the power to drive said

calendar circuit;

a power source monitoring means which monitors the power

supply condition by said power source;

a standard time receiving means which performs the

communication with a communication origin to transmit the

standard time based on the result of monitor of said power

source monitoring means, and receives the information of the

standard time; and

a calendar correction means which corrects time information

of said calendar circuit based on the standard time received

by said standard time receiving means.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention] The present invention

relates to a communication device such as a telephone

equipment which can store information such as messages from

a transmission destination, in particular, it relates to a

communication device which can receive information

transmitted to receivers of unspecified number such as the

questionnaire information, and store it.

[0002]
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[Description of the Related Arts] A questionnaire totaling

system utilizing the communication network such as telephone

lines is convenient because no researchers of questionnaires

who visit on street corners or houses are required, and the

timeliness of rapidly collecting questionnaires can be

expected. However, if examinees (receivers) of the

questionnaires are absent or in an emergency, the

questionnaires cannot be replied, and the rate of collection

of the questionnaire is degraded. In order to solve these

problems, the Applicant proposes the following questionnaire

totaling system.

[0003] This specific method will be described below. This

technology may use a general telephone line, and at the same

time, it may use a radio communication such as cellular

phones and Personal Handy-phone Systems (hereinafter,

referred to as "PHS") which are rapidly disseminated today.

Thus, the outline of such PHSs is firstly described, and

then, a questionnaire totaling system proposed by the

Applicant of the present invention.

[0004] Firstly, the configuration of the PHS will be

described with reference to Fig. 5.

[0005] A large number of public phones 12 and general

telephones 14 are connected to a local exchange 2 via a

subscriber loop. A PHS connector 10 is similarly connected

to the local exchange 2 via the subscriber loop. A
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plurality of PHS base stations 16 are connected to the PHS

connector 10. The PHS base station 16 is communicable with

a plurality of PHS base stations 18 via the radio

communication. The local exchange 2 is connected to other

local exchanges 3 via trunk exchanges 4 and 5. The PHS

service control station 6 is connected to a large number of

local exchanges 2 and 3 via a common line signal network.

The general subscriber telephone is connected to the other

local exchanges 3.

[0006] The PHS base station 16 includes a transmission-

reception unit 20 to be communicated with the PHS connector

10, a CPU 22 to perform various kinds of controls, a

TDMA/TDD processing unit 24 to convert signals to perform

the radio communication, an antenna unit 2 6 to perform the

radio transmission and reception, and a storage unit 28.

The transmission-reception unit 20 is connected to the PHS

connector 10. The antenna unit 26 is connected to the

TDMA/TDD processing unit 24. The transmission-reception

unit 20, the CPU 22, the TDMA/TDD processing unit 24, and

the storage unit 28 are connected to each other via a bus

.

The CPU 22 performs various kinds of operational controls

according to programs stored in an area (not shown) of the

storage unit 28, and analyzes and generates the signals

transmitted from or received by the transmission-reception

unit 20 and the antenna unit 26.
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[0007] The PHS base station 18 includes an antenna unit 30

which receives the signals transmitted from the PHS base

station 16 and performs the radio communication of the

signals, a TDMA/TDD processing unit 32 which converts the

radio-communicated signals, a storage unit 34 which stores

various kinds of data, a CPU 36 to perform various kinds of

controls, a speaker 38 to convert the signals into the

sounds, a microphone 4 0 to convert the sounds into the

signals, and a keyboard 42 for a user to input data. A

cipher key 50 used to keep the confidential performance of

the radio communication is accommodated inside the storage

unit 34. -

[0008] The antenna unit 30 is connected to the TDMA/TDD

processing unit 32. The TDMA/TDD processing unit 32, the

storage unit 34, the CPU 36, the speaker 38, the microphone

40, and the keyboard 42 are connected to each other via a

bus. The CPU 36 performs various kinds of operational

controls according to programs stored in an area (not shown)

in the storage unit 34.

[0009] Next, the PHS radio communication method will be

described with reference to Fig. 6. This is the description

of a method for converting the signals in the TDMA/TDD

processing unit 24 of the PHS base station 16, and the

TDMA/TDD processing unit 32 of the PHS base station 18.

[0010] As shown in Fig. 6, one cycle (hereinafter , referred
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to as "frame") 5 ms is time-divided into eight blocks

(hereinafter, referred to as "slots") . Four slots denoted

by #1T to #4T are allotted to the transmission to the PHS

base station 18 from the PHS base station 16 (hereinafter,

referred to as "downlink"), and four slots denoted by #1R to

#4R are allotted to the transmission from the PHS base

station 18 to the PHS base station 16 (hereinafter, referred

to as "uplink") . In addition, the slots denoted by #1T and

#1R are referred to as a control channel, and other slots

are referred to as a communication channel. The PHS

requires each one channel for uplink and downlink

communication for mutual communication. In other words, in

the communication method of the above configuration, three

communication channels can be ensured for one PHS base

station 16.

[0011] As shown in Fig. 7, each slot is specified to output

the data (bit) row of 240 bits. It is also specified which

bit has which meaning according to various kinds of states.

[0012] These access system and transmission system are

referred to as a TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) system,

and a TDD (Time Division Duplex) system. A mechanism of

converting the sound signal or the like into the signal of

the above specification or converting the signal of the

above specification into the sound signal is equivalent to

the TDMA/ TDD processing unit.
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[0013] Successively, a specific procedure to perform

communication from the general subscriber telephone 13 to

the PHS base station 18 will be described with reference to

Fig. 8.

[0014] The telephone number of a desired PHS base station

18 is dialed from the general subscriber telephone 13 (S in

S120 denotes a "Step", subsequent S is similar). The local;

exchange 3 receives this telephone number, and recognizes

that the received telephone number is the telephone number

of the PHS terminal. Then, the local exchange 3 inquires

the PHS service control station 6 of position information of

the PHS base station 18 of the telephone number (S121) . The

PHS service control station 6 retrieves position information

of the PHS base station 18 based on the telephone number

transmitted from the local exchange 3, and transmits the

position information to the local exchange 3 (S122) . The

local exchange 3 connects a communication line to the PHS

connector 10 to which the PHS base station 16 radio-

communicable with the PHS base station 18 is connected based

on this position information (S123) . The. PHS connector 10

instructs a call to the PHS base station 16 radio-

communicable with the PHS base station 18 (S124) .
The PHS

base station 16 performs a call to the PHS base station 18

by utilizing the above control channel (#1T) (S125) .
Here,

when the PHS base station 18 is responded, the a telephone
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call is started, and charging is performed (S126)

.

[0015] Such a PHS terminal is compact and lightweight, and

capable of performing radio communication. Therefore, so

long as radio communication is possible, this PHS terminal

can be carried anywhere. Accordingly, telephone

communication can be performed with anybody, any time and

anywhere, and the information exchange can be considerably

improved.

[0016] Next, a method for setting position information of

the PHS terminal used in Step S122 will be described with

reference to Fig. 9.

[0017] The PHS base station 16 periodically transmits the

ID number allocated to each PHS base station by utilizing

the control channel (S130) . The PHS base station 18

communicable with the PHS base station 16 receives it (S131),

and checks whether or not it is same as the ID number of the

PHS base station stored in an area (not shown) of the

storage unit 34 (S132). If the numbers are same (S132, Yes),

the PHS terminal is not moved, and the operation is

completed without doing anything. If the numbers are

different from each other (S132, No), the PHS base station

18 is moved, and the PHS base station 18 transmits the

position registration requesting signal by utilizing the

control channel (S133) . This position registration signal

also includes the identification signal of the PHS base
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station 18. In addition, if the position registration

requesting signal is received by the PHS base station 16,

the PHS base station 16 gives one communication channel to

the PHS terminal- Subsequent communication will be

performed by utilizing the communication channel.

[0018] The PHS base station 16 transmits the position

registration signal to the PHS service control station 6 via

the PHS connector 10 (S134) . This position registration

signal includes the identification signal of the PHS base

station 18 and the ID number of the PHS base station 16.

The PHS service control station 6 corrects position

information stored in a storage unit (not shown) based on

this position registration signal (S135) . The PHS service

control station 6 transmits the signal indicating completion

of registration after correction is completed (S136) . When

the signal indication completion of registration transmitted

from the PHS base station 16 is received, the ID number of

the PHS base station stored in an area (not shown) of the

storage unit 34 is re-written into the ID number of the PHS

base station 16 (S137) . Then, the communication channel is

opened to complete the processing.

[0019] By performing these operations, the PHS service

control station 6 can grasp the position of presence of the

PHS terminal substantially on the real time basis. This

mechanism enables telephone communication with anybody,
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anywhere and any time.

[0020] Next, the questionnaire totaling system proposed by

the Applicant will be described below.

[0021] Firstly, the configuration will be described with

reference to Fig. 10. The components according to the

present embodiment which are identical to or correspond to

those shown in Fig. 5 used in describing the PHS are

represented by the same reference numerals, and a specific

description thereof is omitted.

[0022] The PHS service control station 6 is connected to a

plurality of local exchanges 2 and 3 via a dedicated line.

The PHS base station 16 is connected to the local exchange

2 via the PHS connector 10. The PHS service control

station 6 includes a transmission-reception unit 72 to be

communicated with the local exchanges 2 and 3 via the

dedicated line, a CPU 70 to perform various kinds of

controls, an input unit 76, and a storage unit 74. The

transmission-reception unit 72 is connected to the local

exchanges 2 and 3, and the CPU 70, the transmission-

reception unit 72, the storage unit 74 and the input unit

76 are connected to each other via a bus. Further, base

station identification information 82 and terminal

identification information 80 are stored in the storage

unit 74. The CPU 70 performs various kinds of control

operations according to programs stored in an area (not
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shown) of the storage unit 74, and analyzes and generates

signals transmitted and received from the transmission-

reception unit 72.

[0023] The calendar circuit 27 to detect the time, the day

of the week, the date, or the like is provided inside the

PHS base station 16. The transmission-reception unit 20,

the CPU 22, the TDMA/TDD processing unit 24, the calendar

circuit 27 and the storage unit 28 are connected to each

other via a bus. The CPU 22 performs various kinds of

operational controls according to programs stored in an area

(not shown) in the storage unit 28.

[0024] The PHS base station 18 as a terminal station

includes an antenna unit 30 which receives signals

transmitted from the PHS base station 16 or performs the

radio communication of signals, a TDMA/TDD processing unit

32 which converts signals for radio communication, a storage

unit 34 to store various kinds of data, a CPU 36 to perform

various kinds of controls, a speaker 38 to convert signals

into sounds, a microphone 40 to convert sounds into signals,

a keyboard 42 from which a user inputs data, a mode key 44

to set a control mode of the PHS base station 18, a sound

recording unit 46 to record sound signals, and a display

unit 62 to display visual information to users of the PHS

base station 18. The storage unit 34 includes a cipher key

50 which is used to keep the confidential information of the
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radio communication and a questionnaire information storage

unit 52

.

[0025] The antenna unit 30. is connected to the TDMA/TDD

processing unit 32. The TDMA/TDD processing unit 32, the

storage unit 34, the CPU 36, the speaker 38, the microphone

40, the keyboard 42, the mode key 44, the sound recording

unit 4 6 and the display unit 48 are connected to each other

via a bus. The CPU 36 can perform various kinds of

operational controls according to programs (not shown)

stored in the storage unit 34. The PHS base station 18 of

the above configuration is portable, and can perform radio

communication to/from the PHS base station 16.

[0026] Next, base station identification information 82

will be described with reference to Fig. 11. Base station

identification information 82 stores each ID number, city

information and attribute information of a large number of

PHS base stations in a corresponding manner.

[0027] Here, the ID number is defined as a number which is

individually given to each PHS base station.

[0028] City information is defined as information to

identify the city in which the PHS base station of the

corresponding ID number is located. For example, 3

identifies Tokyo, and 52 identifies Nagoya. The number to

identify the city is set in advance for each city, and the

number is allocated according to the setting. This number
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may be displayed in a hierarchy, for example, 52 for Nagoya,

52-03 for Mizuho-ku in Nagoya City, and 52-03-11 for Horita,

Mizuho-ku, Nagoya City. This city information may be

identical to the ID number of each PHS base station.

[0029] Attribute information is defined as information to

identify the environmental status of an area in which the

PHS base station of the corresponding ID number.. The

preset number is allocated according to the characteristic

of an area of installation of the PHS base station, for

example, 01 for a residential area, 02 for a shopping area,

03 for an industrial area, 04 for an amusement area, and 05

for a station square. In addition, a plurality of

attribute information may be allocated, for example, 02-05.

[0030] Next, terminal identification information 80 will be

described below with reference to Fig. 12. Terminal

identification information 80 stores the ID number, the

cipher key, position registration information and mode

information of each of a large number of PHS terminals in a

corresponding manner.

[0031] Here, the ID number is defined as a number which is

individually given to each of the PHS terminal; in other

words, it is equivalent to the telephone number of the PHS

terminal

.

[0032] In addition, the cipher key is used to keep the

confidential performance in radio communication. It is here
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assumed that 4-digit hexadecimal number is allocated to each

PHS terminal. Further, Ox means a symbol to indicate that

the subsequent numbers are hexadecimal

.

[0033] In addition, position registration information is

defined as the ID number of the PHS base station with which

the PHS terminal of the corresponding ID number can be

communicated with, and is also defined as information to be

corrected in Step S135 in Fig. 9 utilized in the description

of the operation of the PHS. Any one of the ID numbers of

the PHS base stations stored in base station identification

information 82 shown in Fig. 11 will be given.

[0034] In addition, mode information indicates various

kinds of operational conditions which can be set from the

PHS terminal. Detailed description thereof will be omitted.

[0035] Next, the operation of the questionnaire totaling

system proposed by the Applicant will be described with

reference to Figs. 13 to 17. Firstly, the operation of the

PHS service control station 6 will be described according to

a flowchart in Fig. 13.

[0036] The questionnaire information is input by utilizing

an input unit 7 6 in the PHS service control station 6. In

this condition, a serial number to identify the individual

questionnaire information is also given (S201)

.

Successively, the transmission area of the questionnaire

information input in Step S201 is input similarly by
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utilizing the input unit 76 (S202) . For example, when this

questionnaire information is simultaneously transmitted all

over Japan, "All over Japan" is input. When this

questionnaire information is locally transmitted to Aichi,

Gifu and Mie Prefectures, "Three Tokai Prefectures" is input.

Alternatively, the items such as "Shopping area" and

"Amusement area" may be input. In addition, combination of

a plurality of the above examples may be acceptable. For

example, information of "Shopping area" in "Three Tokai

Prefectures" may be input. The ID number in Fig. 11 or the

signal corresponding to attribute information is allocated

to these input items in advance. The ID number in Fig. 11

or attribute information is allocated to the questionnaire

information input in Step S201 based on information of the

transmission area input in Step S202.

[0037] Next, the period of transmitting the questionnaire

information will be set (S203) . Here, the day of starting

transmission of the questionnaire information, the day of

completing transmission thereof, the transmission time zone

or the like is input. When the input is completed, a signal

meaning the start of transmission is given to the CPU 70

from the input unit 76. Then, the CPU 7 0 reads out position

information and attribute information of the individual PHS

base station (S204). It is determined (S205) whether or not

the area or the place to be read in Step S204 is adequate
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for the transmission area by comparing information

indicating the transmission area set in Step S202 with

information read in Step S204.

[0038] When it is determined that the PHS terminal is

within the transmitted area (S205, Yes), the CPU 70 reads

the ID number corresponding to information read in Step S204.

This ID number is transmitted to the local exchange 2. The

local exchange 2 connects a line with the PHS base station

16 based on the ID number transmitted from the PHS service

control station 6. The PHS service control station 6

transmits the questionnaire information input in Step S201

and Step S203, and information on the time of transmission

to the PHS base station 16 (S206) . The serial number of the

questionnaire information is simultaneously transmitted.

[0039] The CPU 70 specifies whether or not the

determination of S205 is performed to every PHS base station

stored in base station identification information 82 (S207)

.

If the determination is performed for every PHS base station

(S207, Yes) , the processing is ended. If no determination

is performed (S207, No), return to Step S204.

[0040] If it is determined (S207, No) that the PHS is

outside the transmission area in Step S205, advance to Step

S207.

[0041] The above operations include the input in the

questionnaire information and distribution to the PHS base
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station. As shown in Step S202, a desired area to which the

questionnaire information is transmitted is input, and the

questionnaire information can be selectively transmitted to

the PHS base station installed in the area adequate for this

area. Each PHS base station transmits this questionnaire

information based on a method described below, and the

questionnaire information will be transmitted only from the

desired area of the transmitter of the questionnaire

information. In other words, the efficiency of utilization

of the questionnaire will be enhanced by limiting the

transmission area of the questionnaire information to the

area including many persons who wish the reply to the

questionnaire information. In addition, information input

in S202 is not only limited to the name of a prefecture or

an area, but may be an identification name based on the area

environment such as a shopping area and an amusement area.

Therefore, various kinds of requests for the limitation of

the transmission area of the transmitters of questionnaires

can be met, and the value of utilization and the efficiency

of utilization of the questionnaires will be further

enhanced.

[0042] Successively, the reception of the questionnaire in

the PHS base station will be described with reference to Fig.

14.

[0043] The CPU 22 of the PHS base station 16 constantly
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monitors the signals received by the transmission-reception

unit 20. When the transmission-resception unit 20 receives

the questionnaire information (S208, Yes), the CPU 22 saves

this questionnaire information in the storage unit 28 (S209)

.

Information saved in the storage unit 28 includes

information on the time of transmission input in Step S203

in addition to the questionnaire information input in Step

S201 shown in Fig. 13. If the questionnaire information is

not received in Step S208 (S208, No), the processing is

ended.

[0044] Successively, transmission of the questionnaire

information in the PHS base station will be described with

reference to Fig. 15. The CPU 22 of the PHS base station 16

successively reads information on the time of transmission

of the questionnaire information stored in the storage unit

28 (S210) . In addition, the present date is identified by

utilizing the calendar circuit 27. It is then determined

(S211) whether or not the present date is within the time of

transmission read in Step S20. If it is determined that the

present date is within the time of transmission (S211, Yes),

the CPU 22 detects the operation of the TDMA/ TDD processing

unit 24, and determines whether or not the communication

channel has a vacancy (a channel not in use) (S212) . If it

is here determined that the vacancy is present (S212, Yes),

the CPU 22 gives to the TDMA/TDD processing unit 24 an
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instruction that the signal of the questionnaire information

being transmitted from the channel determined vacant in Step

S212 is transmitted from the control channel. The TDMA/TDD

processing unit 24 corrects the signal (control data)

transmitted from the control channel according to this

instruction (S213)

.

[0045] The questionnaire information stored in the storage

unit 28 is converted into the data transmitted from the

communication channel by the TDMA/TDD processing unit 24.

The control data and the questionnaire information are

radio-output from the antenna unit 26 (S214) . It is then

determined whether or not the time of transmission of every

questionnaire information stored in the storage unit 28 is

read, and compared with the present time (S215) , and if

determination is yes (S215, Yes), the processing is ended.

If determination is no (S215, No), return to Step S210. In

addition, if it is determined in Step S211 that the present

time is outside the time of transmission (S211, No), advance

to Step S215. Further, if, in Step S212, the communication

channel has no vacancy (S212, No), return to Step S212. In

other words, wait in Step S212 until the communication

channel has a vacancy.

[0046] The above operation is the transmission of the

questionnaire information in the PHS base station 16. Here,

Step S211 determines whether or not the questionnaire
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information is transmitted based on the time of transmission

of the questionnaire information adequate for time

information input in Step S203 in Fig. 13. In other words,

the questionnaire information is distributed in a desired

time zone of a transmitter of the questionnaire information.

Since the questionnaire information can be intensively

transmitted aiming at the time zone including many persons

who request reply to the questionnaire information, the

questionnaire of high value of utilization can be collected

even when small information is transmitted. In other words,

the efficiency of the questionnaire is enhanced.

[0047] As shown in Step S213, it is identified whether or

not the communication channel has a vacancy, and only when a

vacancy is present, the questionnaire information is

transmitted, and regular radio communication is not

adversely affected.

[0048] Next, reception of the questionnaire information in

the PHS base station 18 will be described with reference to

Fig. 16.

[0049] Firstly, the CPU 36 of the PHS base station 18

constantly monitors the signals received by the TDMA/TDD

processing unit 32. Here, the signals of the control

channel among the signals received by the TDMA/TDD

processing unit 32 are red (S220) . The CPU 36 determines

whether or not the questionnaire information is transmitted
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by identifying the signals of the control channel (S221)

.

If transmission is determined (S221, Yes), the serial number

of the questionnaire information transmitted from the PHS

base station 16 is checked.

[0050] The CPU 36 retrieves the serial number of the

questionnaire information which is already received and

stored in an area (not shown) of the storage unit 34. It is

then determined whether or not the questionnaire information

transmitted from the PHS base station 16 is already received

(S222) . If it is determined that the questionnaire

information is not received (S222, No), the CPU 36 checks

the state of storage of the questionnaire information

storage unit 52. It is then determined whether or not the

questionnaire information storage unit 52 has a sufficiently

vacant capacity, i.e., the unit is memory-full (S223) . If

it is determined not memory-full (S223, No) , the CPU 36

selectively receives the signal of the communication channel

indicated by the signal received from the control channel

(S224)

.

[0051] In Step S213 in Fig. 15, the communication channel

to transmit the questionnaire information is clearly

indicated on communication data of the control channel, and

thus, Step S224 selectively receives the questionnaire

information transmitted by the PHS base station . 16. The CPU

36 stores and saves the received questionnaire information
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in the questionnaire information storage unit 52 (S225)

.

The CPU 36 stores and saves the serial number of this

questionnaire information in an area (not shown) of the

storage unit 34 (S226) . In this condition, the time of

transmission (or the time of transmission completion) of

this questionnaire information may be stored in a

corresponding manner. In this case, information on the time

of transmission of the questionnaire information stored in

the storage unit 28 of the PHS base station 16 is added to

the questionnaire information transmitted from the PHS base

station 16.

[0052] If, in Step S221, the questionnaire information is

not transmitted (S221, No), if, in Step S222, the already

received questionnaire information is transmitted (S221, No)

,

or if, in Step S223, the questionnaire information storage

unit 52 is memory-full (S223, Yes), processing is ended.

[0053] The above operation is the reception of the

questionnaire information in the PHS base station 18. As

shown in Step S225, the questionnaire information

transmitted via the communication line is immediately stored

and saved in the storage unit 34 without informing any call

to the user of the PHS base station 18. As a result, even

when the user cannot respond the telephone due to an

emergency, the questionnaire information can be stored in

the PHS base station 18 of the user. In other words, in the
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conventional telephone questionnaire, the time of any

questionnaire examinee (the user of the PHS base station 18)

is forcibly restricted and the examinee has felt repulsive.

On the other hand, in this system, the questionnaire

information is only stored in the storage unit, and the

examinee does not feel repulsive at all. Therefore, the

questionnaires can be favorably challenged, and the rate of

the questionnaire information collection can be improved.

[0054] Further, as shown in Step S222 and Step S223, the

storage contents of the storage unit 34 of the PHS base

station 18 are detected, and the questionnaire information

can be received based on the result of detection.

Accordingly, the already received questionnaire information

is not received in duplicate, the storage unit 34 can be

effectively utilized, and meaningless information need not

be provided to the users of the PHS base station 18.

[0055] In addition, if the storage unit 34 is memory-full,

reception and saving of the questionnaire information are

rejected, and information of the storage unit 34 is

protected, and any risks of losing important information

can be reduced.

[0056] Next, the reply of the questionnaires in the PHS

base station 18 will be described with reference to Fig. 17.

[0057] Firstly, the CPU 36 of the PHS base station 18

recognizes arrival of the questionnaire information (S250)

.
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The incoming questionnaire information is saved in the

storage unit 34 (S251) . This operation is already described

in Fig. 16. When the saving operation is ended, the CPU 36

gives to the display unit 62 an instruction of displaying a

symbol or a pattern to indicate that the questionnaire

information is received. The display unit 62 performs the

display according to this instruction (S252)

.

[0058] Thereafter, the CPU 36 continuously monitors whether

or not a questionnaire reply mode key 44 is depressed. If

it is determined that the key is depressed (S253, Yes) , the

CPU 3 6 reads out the questionnaire information from the

questionnaire information storage unit 52, and displays it

on the display unit 62 (S254) . The user of the PHS base

station 18 replies the questionnaire while looking at this

information (S255) . It is then determined that every item

is replied (S256) . If it is determined that the reply is

ended (S256, Yes), the reply to the questionnaire is

returned to the transmitter of the questionnaire (S257), and

the processing is ended.

[0059] Here, if, in Step S2.53, the questionnaire reply mode

key 44 is not depressed (S253, No), it is successively

monitored whether or not the questionnaire reply mode key

44 is depressed. In other words, wait until the

questionnaire reply mode key 44 is depressed. If, in Step

S256, the reply to every item is not completed (S256, No)

,
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return to Step S254

.

[0060] As described above, if the user of the PHS base

station 18 does not depress the questionnaire reply mode key

44, the questionnaire is not replied. In other words, the

questionnaire can be replied when the examinee of the

questionnaire (the user of the PHS base station 18) is

convenient. Since the examinee of the questionnaire replies

the questionnaire when he (she) is convenient, the examinee

less easily feels restricted in time, and less easily feels

repulsive to the questionnaire. As a result, the

questionnaire is favorably felt, and the rate of

questionnaire collection is improved thereby.

[0061] In the above-described questionnaire totaling system

proposed by the Applicant, a storage unit to store the

questionnaire information is provided on a terminal used by

a receiver, and the questionnaire can be replied at a

convenient time for the receiver. The ratio of collection

of the questionnaire is mainly improved thereby.

[0062] A method for storing the message of the transmission

destination, i.e., for storing the telephone number of the

transmission destination in a so-called telephone with

answering service function, and performing the automatic

dialing to the stored telephone number is already known in

Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 3-

214947 or the like. The basic concept of this method will
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be described below.

[0063] Firstly, the configuration will be described with

reference to Fig. 18. A terminal 204 communicable with the

outside is connected to a communication network 200 via a

telephone line 202. The communication network 200 is

connected to a large number of terminals (not shown). The

terminal 204 includes a transmission-reception unit 210 to

perform mutual communication with the communication network

200, a CPU 212 to perform various kinds of operational

controls, an input unit 214 to receive the input from a user

of the terminal 204, a storage unit 216, a speaker 218 to

convert signals into sounds, and a storage unit 219 to

convert sounds into signals. The transmission-reception

unit 210, the CPU 212, the input unit 214, the storage unit

216, the speaker 218, and the storage unit 219 are connected

to each other via a bus. The storage unit 216 includes a

message storage unit 220 and a transmitter ID number storage

unit 222.

[0064] Next, the storage operation of the message will be

described with reference to Fig. 19. Firstly, the user of

the terminal 204 can perform absence setting via the input

unit 214 (S301) . Then, the communication addressed to this

terminal 204 is transmitted via the communication network

200 (S302) . The person to transmit this communication is

referred to as a transmitter, and the user- of the terminal



204 is referred to as a receiver. When the CPU 212 monitors

the transmission-reception unit 210 and recognizes the

arrival of the communication, it calls the message for

response stored in an area (not shown) of the storage unit

216, and performs the transmission to the transmitter via

the communication network 200. This message includes the

content requesting the input of the telephone number of the

terminal used by the transmitter. The transmitter inputs

the telephone number of the transmitter from the terminal

(not shown) (S303) . The CPU 212 saves this input telephone

number in the transmitter ID number storage unit 222 (S304)

.

[0065] Next, the CPU 212 calls a second message from the

storage unit 216, and transmits it to the transmitter. This

message includes the content requesting the input of the

message from the transmitter to the receiver. The

transmitter inputs the message to the receiver according to

this message (S305) . The CPU 212 stores this message in the

message storage unit 220, corresponds it with the already

stored telephone number of the transmitter (S306) , and

completes a series of processing.

[0066] Next, the regeneration of the message will be

described with reference to Fig. 20. The user of the

terminal 204 (the above receiver) can request regeneration

of the message by operating the input unit 214. When the

CPU 212 recognizes this request, it calls the message stored
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in the message storage unit 220, converts this signal into

sounds by the speaker 218, and regenerates it (S310) . When

regeneration is completed, the CPU 212 inquires the receiver

whether or not the reply is performed to the transmitter of

this message (S311) . The receiver makes a response by

utilizing the input unit 214. If the reply is performed

(S311, Yes), the CPU 212 retrieves the telephone number of

the transmitter corresponding to the regenerated message

from the transmitter ID number storage unit 222 (S312)

.

Automatic dialing is performed based on the retrieved

telephone number (S313) , enabling the communication with the

transmitter of the message (S314) . When the communication

is ended, a series of operations are also ended. If, in.

Step S311, no reply is performed (S311, No), a series of

operations are then ended.

[0067] Through the above-described operations, the receiver

of the message can perform the communication to/from the

transmitter of the message only by setting the reply. In

other words, the telephone number of the transmitter of the

message need not be checked or input, resulting in a very

simple operation. In addition, since the operation is

simple, any wrong number attributable to mistaken inputs of

the telephone number can be prevented.

[0068]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention] However, the
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following problems occur. Firstly, in "the questionnaire

totaling system" proposed by the Applicant, a user of a

terminal receiving the questionnaire information must return

the questionnaire information. However, it cannot be easily

determined where the reply of such questionnaire information

is returned. Therefore, the questionnaire can be replied,

but cannot be returned. Therefore, a trouble occurs, in

that the rate of collection of the questionnaire is degraded.

In addition, transmission is performed to an unknown

transmission origin, resulting higher risks of mistaken

transmission such as wrong number of the telephone.

[0069] In addition, as described in the Related Arts, the

telephone number of the transmitter of the information is

stored, and mistaken transmission such as wrong number of

the telephone can be prevented by returning the telephone

number through the storage. However, the following problem

still occurs. Normally, the question items of the

questionnaire information are diversified, and there is a

possibility that the reply is forgotten though the reply of

the questionnaire is ended if the question items are replied

one by one not in one day, or a plurality of questionnaires

are replied at one time. In the device and the method

disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application

Publication No. 03-214947, complication and correctness of

the operation are supplemented when the user (the receiver)
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returns the reply, and no actions can be made if the user of

the terminal forgets the returning action itself.

[0070] The present invention has been achieved to solve the

above-described problems, and a main object of the present

invention is to provide a communication device which can

store information input from the outside and reliably

perform the reply when receiving information that the reply

must be performed.

[0071]

[Means for Solving the Problems] In order to achieve this

object, a communication device according to Claim 1 of the

present invention comprises a first information storage

means which stores information input via a communication

line and includes the connection information of the return

destination to the information, an information output means

which outputs information stored in the first information

storage means, a reply input means which inputs the reply to

the information output by the information output means, a

reply comparing means which compares the information stored

in the first information storage means with the reply input

by the reply input means, a connection information

identifying means which identifies the connection

information out of the information stored in the first

information storage means, and a communication means which

performs communication based on the connection information
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identified by the connection information identifying means

according to the result of comparison by the reply comparing

means

.

[0072] In this communication device, the first information

storage means stores the information input via the

communication line, and includes the connection information

of the reply destination to this information. The

information output means outputs the information stored in

the first information storage means. The reply input means

input the reply to the information output by the information

output means. The reply comparing means compares the

information stored in the first information storage means

with the reply input by the reply input means . When the

reply comparing means obtain a predetermined result of

comparison, the communication means performs the

communication based on the connection information identified

by the connection information identifying means.

[0073] As described above, the reply comparing means is

provided, and it can be determined how much the reply has

been ended to the information stored in the first

information storage means. For example, when the reply

comparing means determines that every item is replied to the

information stored in the first information storage means,

the communication based on the connection information of the

reply destination stored in the first information storage
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means. In other words, the user of the communication device

may perform the reply to the information, and need not

perform any operation returned to the reply destination

after the reply is made. As a result, the operation for the

user of the communication device is reduced, and easily

handled, preventing the user from forgetting the reply. In

addition, the transmitter of .this information can reliably

receive the reply, and the rate of information collection is

improved.

[0074] A communication device according to Claim 2

comprises a calendar circuit which detects time information

such as the present date, the day of the week and the time,

and a specified time determining means which compares the

time detected by the calendar circuit with the preset time,

and the communication means performs the communication based

on the result of determination of the specified time

determining means.

[0075] This communication device detects time information

such as the present date, the day of the week and the time

by the calendar circuit, and compares the time detected by

the calendar circuit with the preset time by the specified

time determining means. The communication means performs

the communication based on this result of comparison.

[0076] As described above, the calendar circuit can detect

the present time, and compares the detected time with the
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preset time. Thus, for example, the communication can be

performed aiming at the time zone of small communication

volume or the time zone of a low communication cost such as

nighttime. As a result, degradation of the communication

cost or occurrence of communication troubles caused by the

increase in communication volume can be avoided.

[0077] A communication device according to Claim 3

comprises a second information storage means which stores

information input via a communication line and includes the

connection information of the reply destination to this

information and time information such as the date, the day

of the week and the time, a calendar circuit which detects

time information such as the present date, the day of the

week and the time, a time information identifying means to

identify time information among the information stored in

the second information storage means, a time comparing means

which compares time information identified by the time

information identifying means with time information detected

by the calendar circuit, a connection information

identifying means which identifies the connection

information among the information stored in the second

information storage means, and a communication means which

performs the, communication based on the connection

information identified by the connection information

identifying means according to the result of comparison by
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the time comparing means.

[0078] In this communication device, the second information

storage means stores information input via a communication

line and includes the connection information of the reply

destination to this information and time information such as

the date, the day of the week and the time. The calendar

circuit detects time information such as the present date,

the day of the week and the time. The time information

identifying means identifies time information among the

information stored in the second information storage means.

The time comparing means compares time information

identified by the time information identifying means with

time information detected by the calendar circuit. The

connection information identifying means identifies the

connection information among the information stored in the

second information storage means. When the time comparing

means obtains a predetermined result of comparison, the

communication means performs the communication based on the

connection information identified by the connection

information identifying means.

[0079] As described above, the time information identifying

means can identify time information included in the second

information storage means, and the time comparing means

compares this time information with time information such as

the present date, the day of the week and the time, and
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performs the communication based on this comparison. In

other words, if time information included in the second

information storage means is agreed with the present time

information, the communication can be automatically started.

Accordingly, even if the user of the communication device

forgets the reply, forgetting of the reply can be prevented

because the communication is started based on the time

information included in the information. In addition, the

transmitter of this information can reliably receive the

reply, and the rate of information collection can be

improved.

[0080] A communication device according to Claim 4

comprises a specified time determining means which compares

the time detected by the calendar circuit with the preset

time, and the communication means performs the communication

based on the result of determination of the specified time

determining means.

[0081] In this communication device, the specified time

determining means compares the time detected by the calendar

circuit with the preset time. The communication means can

perform the communication based on the result of comparison.

[0082] As described above, the present time is detected by

the calendar circuit, and the detected time can be compared

with the preset time. For example, the communication can be

performed aiming at the time zone of small communication
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volume and the time zone of a low communication cost such as

nighttime. Reduction of the communication cost and

occurrence of troubles in communication caused by the

increase in communication volume can be avoided thereby.

[0083] A communication device according to Claim 5

comprises a first information storage means which stores the

information input via a communication line and includes the

connection information of the reply destination to this

information, an information output means which outputs

information stored in the first information storage means, a

calendar circuit which detects time information such as the

present date, the day of the week and the time, an output

time storage means which detects the time at which the

information is output by the information output means by the

calendar circuit, and stores the time in a corresponding

manner to the information stored in the first information

storage means, an output time comparing means which compares

time information stored in. the output time storage means

with time information detected by the calendar circuit, a

connection information identifying means which identifies

the connection information among the information stored in

the first information storage means, and a communication

means which performs the communication based on the

connection information identified by the connection

information identifying means according to the result of
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comparison by the output time comparing means.

[0084] In this communication device, the first information

storage me'ans stores the information input via a

communication line, and includes the connection information

of the reply destination to this information. The

information output means outputs the information stored in

the first information storage means. The calendar circuit

detects time information such as the present date, the day

of the week and the time. The output time storage means

detects the time at which the information is output by the

information output means by the calendar circuit, and stores

the time in a corresponding manner to the information stored

in the first information storage means. The output time

comparing means compares the time information stored in the

output time storage means with time information detected by

the calendar circuit. The connection information

identifying means identifies the connection information

among the information stored in the first information

storage means. The communication means performs the

communication based on the connection information identified

by the connection information identifying means according to

the result of comparison in the output time comparing means.

[0085] As described above, the output time storage means

stores the time at which the information stored in the first

information storage means is output by the information
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output means, the output time comparing means compares time

information stored in the output time storage means with

time information detected by the calendar circuit, and the

communication means can perform the communication based on

the result of comparison. Therefore, though the information

is output once, the communication can be selectively

performed to the unchanged information stored in the first

information storage means even after a predetermined time is

elapsed- Thus, the communication forgotten to be replied

can be automatically replied, and forgetting the reply can

be prevented.

[008 6] A communication device according to Claim 6

comprises a first information storage means which stores the

information input via a communication line, and includes the

connection information of the reply destination to this

information, a calendar circuit which detects time

information such as the present date, the day of the week

and the time, a saved time storage means which detects the

time at which the information is stored by the first

information storage means by the calendar circuit, and

stores the time in a corresponding manner to the information

stored in the first information storage means, a saved time

comparing means which compares time information stored in

the saved time storage means with time information detected

by the calendar circuit, a connection information
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identifying means which identifies the connection

information among the information stored in the first

information storage means, and a communication means which

performs the communication based on the connection

information identified by the connection information

identifying means according to the result of comparison by

the saved time comparing means.

[0087] This communication device stores the information

input by the first information storage means via a

communication line, and includes the connection information

of the reply destination to this information. The calendar

circuit detects time information such as the present date,

the day of the week and the time. The saved time storage

means detects the time at which the information is stored by

the first information storage means by the calendar circuit,

and stores the time in a corresponding manner to the

information stored in the first information storage means.

The connection information identifying means identifies the

connection information among the information stored in the

first information storage means. The communication means

performs the communication based on the connection

information identified by the connection information

identifying means according to the result of comparison by

the saved time comparing means.

[0088] As described above, the saved time storage means
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stores the time at which the information is stored by the

first information storage means, the saved time comparing

means compares time information stored by the saved time

storage means with time information detected by the calendar

circuit, and the communication means can perform the

communication based on the result of comparison. Therefore,

though the information is saved, the communication can be

selectively performed to the unchanged information stored in

the first information storage means even after a

predetermined time is elapsed. Thus, the communication

forgotten to be replied can be automatically replied, and

forgetting the reply can be prevented.

[0089] A communication device according to Claim 7

comprises a power source which supplies the power to drive a

calendar circuit, a power source monitoring means which

monitors the power supply condition by the power source, a

standard time receiving means which performs the

communication with a communication origin to transmit the

standard time based on the result of monitor of the power

source monitoring means, and receives the information of the

standard time, and a calendar correction means which

corrects time information of the calendar circuit based on

the standard time received by the standard time receiving

means .
.

[0090] In this communication device, the power source
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supplies the power to drive the calendar circuit. The power

source monitoring means monitors the power supplying

condition by the power source. The standard time receiving

means performs the communication with the communication

origin to transmit the standard time based on the result of

monitor of the power source monitoring means, and the

standard time. The calendar correction means corrects time

information of the calendar circuit based on the standard

time received by the standard time receiving means.

[0091] As described above, the power supplying condition to

the calendar circuit is monitored, and the communication can

be automatically performed with the communication origin to

transmit the table time based on the result of monitor. In

other words, closing of the power source of the

communication device is detected, and the time setting of

the calendar circuit can be automatically performed.

Accordingly, the user can be released from a complicated

operation for the time setting.

[0092]

[Embodiments] Embodiments of the present invention will be

described below with reference to the drawings. Firstly,

the configuration will be described with reference to Fig. 1.

The components according to the present embodiment which are

identical to or correspond to those described in a known

technology are represented by the same names and reference
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numerals, and a detailed description thereof is omitted.

[0093] The PHS base station 18 includes a mode key 44 which

is used for a user of the PHS base station 18 to set various

kinds of control conditions, a display unit 62 as an

information output means to visually display and output

information, a calendar circuit 64, and a power source 66 to

supply the power to drive the calendar circuit 64. The

power source 66 is connected to the calendar circuit 64, and

supplies the power to drive the calendar circuit 64. The

TDMA/TDD processing unit 32, the storage unit 34, the CPU 36,

the speaker 38, the microphone 40, the keyboard 42, the mode

key 44, the display unit 62, and the calendar circuit 64 are

connected to each other via a bus to transmit signals to

each other.

[0094] The storage unit 34 includes a questionnaire

information storage unit 52 as a first information storage

means or a second information storage means. The

questionnaire information storage unit 52 includes

questionnaire items 54 which store information on the

question contents of questionnaires and reply items, a

transmitter ID number 56 which stores address information of

a communication destination to return the reply of the

questionnaires, and a reply time limit 58 which stores

information on the reply limit of the questionnaire.

[0095] Next, the operation in a first embodiment will be
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described with reference to Fig. 2.

[0096] The CPU 3 6 determines whether or not the TDMA/TDD

processing unit 32 receives the questionnaire information

(Si) . If the questionnaire information is received (SI,

Yes) , this questionnaire information is stored in the

questionnaire information storage unit 52 (S2) . This

questionnaire information includes information to constitute

the questionnaire such as the question contents of the

questionnaires and options for the reply (hereinafter,

referred to as "question information", information to

indicate the reply destination of the reply of the

questionnaire (hereinafter, referred to as "reply

destination information"), and information to indicate the

closing day of the reply of the questionnaire (hereinafter,

referred to as "time limit information") . The CPU 36 stores

and saves the above information in a corresponding manner,

i.e., question information in an area of the questionnaire

items 54, reply destination information in an area of the

transmitter ID number 56, time limit information in an area

of the reply time limit 58, respectively. The reply

destination information may be the telephone number of the

reply destination, or the like. A part of the storage unit

consisting of the questionnaire items 54 and the transmitter

ID number 56 corresponds to the first information storage

means

.
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[0097] Next, the CPU 36 identifies the operating condition

by the mode key 44, and determines whether or not the reply

mode to reply the questionnaire is set (S3) . If the reply

mode is set (S3, Yes), the CPU 36 reads out information from

the questionnaire items 54, and the questionnaire

information is displayed on the display unit 62 based on

this information (S4) . This procedure corresponds to the

information output means. A user of the PHS base station 18

looks at this display unit 62, understands the contents of

the questionnaire, and inputs the reply to this

questionnaire by using the keyboard 42 or the like (S5)

.

This procedure corresponds to the reply input means. The

CPU 36 compares the information stored in the questionnaire

items 54 with the reply input in Step S5, and determines

whether or not the input of the reply is ended (S6) . This

procedure corresponds to the reply comparing means.

[0098] If it is determined that the input of the reply is

ended (S6, Yes), the CPU 36 reads out time information

stored in advance in an area (not shown) of the storage unit

34. In addition, the present time is inquired to the

calendar circuit 64. It is then determined whether or not

the present time is within the time zone set by the time

information (S7) . For example, the time zone to which the

midnight discount for the communication rate is applied is

stored in the storage unit 34 in advance, and it is
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determined whether or not the present time is adequate for

the time zone of the midnight discount. This procedure

corresponds to the specified time determining means.

[0099] If it is determined that the present time is in a

predetermined time zone (S7, Yes), the CPU 36 reads the

reply destination information corresponding to the question

information which determines that the input of the reply is

ended in Step S6 by the transmitter ID number 56 (S8) . This

procedure corresponds to the connection information

identifying means.

[0100] The CPU 36 performs the automatic dialing based on

this reply destination information. The base station 16

receives this dial signal, and requests the connection of

the communication line to the local exchange 2. The PHS

base station 18 connects a desired communication partner to

the communication line (S9) . The CPU 36 transmits the

reply to question information stored in an area (not shown)

of the storage unit 34 (S10) . This procedure corresponds

to the communication means of the present invention.

[0101] If, in Step SI, the questionnaire information is not

received (SI, No), advance to Step S3. If, in Step S3, the

reply mode is not set (S3, No), return to Step SI. If, in

Step S6, the reply input is not ended (S6, No), return to

Step S4. If/ in Step S7, the present time is not in the

preset time zone (S7, No), return to Step S7.
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[0102] By the above operations, the following effects can

be expected. Firstly, in Step S6, it is determined whether

or not the reply is performed to question information of the

questionnaire, and the reply can be automatically returned

to the reply destination stored in reply destination

information based on the determination. Any trouble that

the reply is forgotten can be solved only by performing the

reply to the questionnaire. In addition, the operation of

the user of the PHS base station 18 required in performing

the operation is only the operation of inputting the reply

to question information of the questionnaire. Therefore,

the operation of the user can be considerably reduced

thereby.

[0103] In addition, if, in Step S7, the present time

reaches the preset predetermined time, the reply can be

returned. Accordingly, the communication can be performed

aiming at the time zone in which the utilization rate of

the communication line is relatively low or the

communication cost is low. Reduction of the communication

cost and effective utilization of the communication network

can be enhanced thereby.

[0104] Next, a second embodiment of the present invention

will be described below. Firstly, the characteristic

configuration of the second embodiment will be described

with reference to Fig. 1. The storage unit 34 includes a
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saved time storage unit 53 as a saved time storage means

which can store the time storing question information in the

questionnaire items 54 so that the corresponding

relationship to the question information can be understood,

and an output time storage unit 51 as an output time storage

means which stores the time at which question information

stored in the questionnaire items 54 is output to the

display unit 62 so that the corresponding relationship to

question information can be understood. Other configuration

is similar to that in the description in the first

embodiment, and the description thereof will be omitted. A

part of the storage unit consisting of the questionnaire

items 54 and the transmitter ID number 56 corresponds to the

first information storage means, and a part of the storage

unit consisting of the questionnaire items 54, the

transmitter ID number 56, and the reply time limit 58

corresponds to the second information storage means.

[0105] Next, the operation in the second embodiment will be

described with reference to Fig. 3. The CPU 36 determines

whether or not the TDMA/TDD processing unit 32 receives the-

questionnaire information (S20) . If the questionnaire

information is received (S20, Yes), this questionnaire

information is stored in the questionnaire information

storage unit 52 (S21) . This questionnaire information

includes information to constitute the questionnaire such as
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the question contents of the questionnaire and the options

of the reply (hereinafter, referred to as "question

information"), information to indicate the reply destination

of the questionnaire (hereinafter, referred to as "reply

destination information"), and information to indicate the

closing date of the reply of the questionnaire (hereinafter,

referred to as "time limit information") . Similar to the

first embodiment, the CPU 36 stores and saves the above

information in a corresponding manner, i.e., the question

information in an area of the questionnaire items 54, the

reply destination information in an area of the transmitter

ID number 56, and the time limit information in an area of

the reply time limit 58, respectively*

[0106] The reply destination information may be the.

telephone number of the reply destination, or the like.

Further, a part of the storage unit constituted by the

questionnaire items 54, the transmitter ID number 56, and

the reply time limit 58 corresponds to the second

information storage means. The CPU 36 obtains the present

time by utilizing the calendar circuit 64, and stores and

saves the time in the saved time storage unit 53 in a format

in which the corresponding relationship to the questionnaire

information stored in Step S21 can be determined (S22)

.

[0107] The CPU 36 identifies the operating condition by the

mode key 44, and determines whether or not the output mode
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to output the questionnaire information is set (S23) . If

the output mode is set (S23, Yes), the CPU 36 calls the

question information from the questionnaire items 54, and

displays and outputs it on the display unit 62 (S24) . This

procedure corresponds to the information output means. The

CPU 36 obtains the time of display by utilizing the calendar

circuit 64, and stores and saves the time in the output time

storage unit 51 in a format in which the corresponding

relationship to the questionnaire information output in Step

S24 can be determined (S25) . Here, the reply input

performed in Step S5 of the first embodiment may be

performed. This is an arbitrary operation of the user of

the PHS base station 18, and description thereof will be

omitted here.

[0108] The CPU 36 reads out the time information stored in

advance in an area (not shown) of the storage unit 34. In

addition, the present time is inquired to the calendar

circuit 64. It is then determined whether or not the

present time is within the time zone set by the time

information (S26) . For example, the time zone to which the

midnight discount of the communication rate is applied is

stored in the storage unit 34 in advance, and it is

determined whether or not the present time is adequate for

the time zone of the midnight discount. This procedure

corresponds to the specified time determining means.
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[0109] If it is determined that the present time is within

a predetermined time zone (S26, Yes), the CPU 36 reads one

set of time limit information stored in an area of the reply

time limit 58 (S27). This operation corresponds to the time

information identifying means. The time limit information

is compared with the information on the. requested date by

utilizing the calendar circuit 64, and it is determined

whether or not the present date has passed the date

indicated by the time limit information (S28) . This

operation corresponds to the time comparing means. If it is

determined that the present date has not passed the time

limit (No), the CPU 36 reads out one set of information on

the time stored in the saved time storage unit 53.

[0110] The information on the time is compared with the

time information obtained by utilizing the calendar circuit

64, and it is determined whether or not the predetermined

time has been elapsed (S29) . This procedure corresponds to

the saved time comparing means. If it is determined that

the predetermined time is not elapsed (S29, No), the CPU 36

reads out one set of information on the time stored in the

output time storage unit 51. The information on the time is

compared with the time information obtained by. utilizing the

calendar circuit 64, and it is determined whether or not the

predetermined time is elapsed (S30) . This procedure

corresponds to the output time comparing means.
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[0111] If it is determined here that the predetermined time

is elapsed (S30, Yes), the CPU 36 reads the reply

destination information of the questionnaire information

corresponding to the information on the time compared in

Steps S28 to S30 from the area of the transmitter ID number

56 (S31) . This procedure corresponds to the connection

information identifying means. The CPU 36 performs the

automatic dialing based on this reply destination

information, and transmits the reply corresponding to the

reply destination information stored in an area (not shown)

of the storage unit 34 (S32) . This procedure corresponds to

the communication means.

[0112] If, in Step S20, the questionnaire information is

not received (S20, No), advance to Step S23. If, in Step

S23, the output mode is not set (S23, No), advance to Step

S26. If, in Step S26, the present time is not in the

predetermined time zone (S26, No), return to Step S20. If,

in Step S28, it is determined that the time limit is passed

(S28, Yes), advance to Step S31. If, in Step S29, it is

determined that the predetermined time is elapsed (S29, Yes),

advance to Step S31 . If, in Step S30, it is determined that

the predetermined time is not elapsed (S30, No), return to

Step S20.

[0113] The above-described operations have the following

effects. Firstly, the time limit information to indicate
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the closing day or the like of the questionnaire is added to

the questionnaire information, and the reply of the

questionnaire can be automatically returned based on the

comparison of this time limit information with the present

time as performed in Step S27 . Accordingly, forgetting of

the reply of the questionnaire can be prevented, and the

operation by the user can be simplified. In addition, even

when the reply of the questionnaire is not completed, the

incomplete reply can be obtained by the transmitter of the

questionnaire information, and the rate of reply collection

can be improved though the information is insufficient, and

the result of the questionnaire can be effectively utilized,

[0114] In addition, the time of saving the questionnaire

information can be compared with the present time in Step

S29, and the reply of the questionnaire can be automatically

returned based on the result of comparison. Forgetting the

reply of the questionnaire can also be prevented by this

procedure. It can be interpreted that the user forgets to

return the reply or has no interest or time to reply the

questionnaire if no reply is made even when the

predetermined time is elapsed after the questionnaire

information is stored. Therefore, the information can be

differentiated even when the information is originally

handled as "no reply" by attaching the reply input state of

the user of the PHS base station 18. The information can be
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utilized as the information to further improve the rate of

collection, and the questionnaire information can be

utilized more favorably.

[0115] In addition, the time at which the questionnaire

information is displayed on the display unit can be compared

with the present time in Step S30, and the reply of the

questionnaire can be automatically returned based on the

result of comparison. Forgetting the reply of the

questionnaire can also be prevented by this procedure. It

can be interpreted that the user forgets to return the reply

or has no interest or time to reply the questionnaire if no

reply is made even when the predetermined time is elapsed

after the questionnaire information is stored. Therefore,

the transmitter of the questionnaire information can obtain

more favorable reply information similarly to the above

embodiment

.

[0116] In addition, it is determined whether or not the

present time is within the predetermined time zone in Step

S2 6, and the reply of the questionnaire can be automatically

returned based on the determination. Similar to the first

embodiment, the communication can be performed aiming at the

time zone of relatively low rate of utilization of the

communication line and of a low communication cost, and

reduction of the communication cost and effective

utilization of the communication network can be enhanced.
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[0117] Next, the operation of the third embodiment of the

present invention will be described with reference to Fig. 4.

The configuration of the third embodiment is similar to the

configuration of the first or second embodiment and

described with reference to Fig. 1, and description thereof

will be omitted.

[0118] The CPU 36 constantly monitors whether or not the

power source 66 supplies the power to drive the calendar

circuit 64, and detects the time to start the power supply

to the calendar circuit 64 (S40) . This operation

corresponds to the power source monitoring means. When the

start of the power supply such as closing of the power

source is detected (S40, Yes), the CPU 36 reads the

telephone number or the like of the communication

destination stored in an area (not shown) of the storage

unit 34 (S41) . Here, the telephone number to be read is the

telephone number of the communication origin to transmit the

standard time such as "117". The telephone number to be

read is automatically dialed to connect the communication

line (S42) . The information on the standard time is

received from the communication destination (S43) . This

procedure corresponds to the standard time receiving means.

The CPU 36 regulates the time of the calendar circuit 64

based on this standard time (S44) . This procedure

corresponds to the calendar correction means.
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[0119] As described above, closing of the power source of

the communication device is detected, and the time setting

of the calendar circuit can be automatically performed.

Therefore, the user is released from complicated operations

for the time setting, and the convenience is further

enhanced.

[0120]

[Advantages] As clearly described above, the communication

device according to Claim 1 of the present invention has a

reply comparing means, and it can be determined that the

reply of which degree is completed to the information stored

in the first information storage means. For example, when

the reply comparing means determines that every item is

replied for the information stored in the first information

storage means, the communication based on the connection

information of the reply destination stored in the first

information storage means can be started. In other words,

the user of the communication device may only perform the

reply to the information, and need not perform any operation

of returning the reply to the reply destination after the

reply. Therefore, the operation for the user of the

communication device is reduced and easily handled, and

forgetting of the reply can be' prevented. In addition, the

transmitter of this information can reliably receive the

reply, and the rate of information collection can be
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improved.

[0121] Further, in a communication device according to

Claim 2, the present time is detected by the calendar

circuit in addition to the advantage according to Claim 1,

the detected time can be compared with the preset time, and

the communication can be performed aiming at the time zone

of, for example, small communication volume and low

communication cost such as nighttime. Reduction of the

communication cost and occurrence of troubles in

communication caused by the increase in communication volume

can be avoided.

[0122] Still further, in the communication device according

to Claim 3, the time information identifying means

identifies the time information included in the second

information storage means, the time comparing means compares

this time information with the time information of the

present date, the day of the week and the time, and the

communication can be performed based on this comparison. In

other words, when the time information included in the

second information storage means is agreed with the present

time information, the communication can be automatically

started. As a result, even when the user of the

communication device forgets the reply, the communication is

started based on the time information included in the

information, and forgetting the reply can be prevented. In
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addition, the transmitter of this information can reliably

receive the reply, and the rate of information collection

can be improved.

[0123] In the communication device according to Claim 4,

the present time is detected by the calendar circuit, the

detected time can be compared with the preset time, and the

communication can be performed aiming at the time zone of,

for example, small communication volume and a low

communication cost such as nighttime. As a result,

reduction of the communication cost and occurrence of

troubles in communication caused by the increase in

communication volume can be avoided.

[0124] In the communication device according to Claim 5,

the output time storage means stores the time at which the

information stored in the first information storage means is

output by the information output means, the output time

comparing means compares the time information stored in the

output time storage means with the time information detected

by the calendar circuit, and the communication means

performs the communication based on this result of

comparison. Therefore, though the information is output

once, the communication can be selectively performed to the

unchanged information stored in the first information

storage means even after a predetermined time is elapsed.

Thus, the communication forgotten to be replied can be
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automatically replied, and forgetting the reply can be

prevented,

[0125] Still further, in the communication device according

to Claim 6, the saved time storage means stores the time at

which the information is stored by the first information

storage means, the saved time comparing means compares the

time information stored in the saved time storage means with

the time information detected by the calendar circuit, and

the communication means performs the communication based on

this result of comparison. Therefore, though the

information is output once, the communication can be

selectively performed to the unchanged information stored in

the first information storage means even after a

predetermined time is elapsed. Thus, the communication

forgotten to be replied can be automatically replied, and

forgetting the reply can be prevented.

[0126] Still further, the communication device according to

Claim 7 monitors the power supplying condition to the

calendar circuit, and automatically communicates with the

communication destination which transmits the information of

the table time based on this result of monitor. In other

words, closing of the power source of the communication

device is detected, and the time setting of the calendar

circuit can be automatically performed. Therefore, the user

can be released from complicated operations for the time
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setting.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram to indicate the configuration of

embodiments of the present invention.

[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a flowchart to describe the operation in a first

embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a flowchart to describe the operation in a

second embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 4]

Fig. 4 is a flowchart to describe the operation in a third

embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 5 is a block diagram to describe the configuration of

a conventional PHS

.

[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 is a figure to describe a communication method in

PHS .

[Fig. 7]

Fig. 7 is a figure to describe the data configuration in

PHS communication.

[Fig. 8]

Fig. 8 is a flowchart to describe the incoming operation
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in PHS.

[Fig. 9]

Fig. 9 is a flowchart to describe the position

registration operation in PHS.

[Fig. 10]

Fig. 10 is a block diagram to indicate the configuration

of a questionnaire totaling system utilizing PHS.

[Fig. 11]

Fig. 11 is a figure to describe information stored in a

base station ID information storage unit.

[Fig. 12]

Fig. 12 is a figure to describe information stored in a

terminal ID information storage unit.

[Fig. 13]

Fig. 13 is a flowchart to describe the outgoing operation

of the questionnaire information in a PHS service control

station.

[Fig. 14]

Fig. 14 is a flowchart to describe the incoming operation

of the questionnaire information in a base station.

[Fig. 15]

Fig. 15 is a flowchart to describe the incoming operation

of the questionnaire information in a base station.

[Fig. 16]

Fig. 16 is a flowchart to describe the incoming operation
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of the questionnaire information in a PHS terminal,

[Fig. 17]

Fig. 17 is a flowchart to describe the reply operation of

the questionnaire information in a PHS terminal.

[Fig. 18]

Fig. 18 is a block diagram to indicate the configuration

of a conventional telephone with answering service function

which can perform the automatic dialing to a person who

recorded his message.

[Fig. 19]

Fig. 19 is a flowchart to describe the message recording

operation in the telephone with answering service function.

[Fig. 20]

Fig. 20 is a flowchart to describe the reply operation in

the telephone with answering service function.

[Reference Numerals]

34 storage unit

3 6 CPU

42 keyboard

4 4 mode key

51 output time storage unit

52 questionnaire information storage unit

53 saved time storage unit

54 questionnaire items

56 transmitter ID number
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58 reply time limit

62 display unit

64 calendar circuit

66 power source
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FIG. 1
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38 SPEAKER
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42 KEYBOARD

44 MODE KEY

62 DISPLAY UNIT

64 CALENDAR CIRCUIT

66 POWER SOURCE

32 TDMA/TDD PROCESSING UNIT

30 ANTENNA
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50 CIPHER KEY

52 QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION STORAGE UNIT

34 STORAGE UNIT

54 QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM

5 6 TRANSMITTER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

58 LIMIT FOR RETURN- REPLY

51 OUTPUT TIME STORAGE UNIT

53 SAVED TIME STORAGE UNIT

18 PHS TERMINAL

FIG . 2

START

SI IS QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION RECEIVED?

S2 SAVE QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION

S3 IS REPLY MODE?

S4 DISPLAY QUESTIONNAIRE

S5 INPUT REPLY

S6 IS REPLY COMPLETED?

S7 IS MIDNIGHT?

S8 READ CONNECTION DESTINATION

S9 DIALING

S10 RETURN OF REPLY

END
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FIG. 3

START

S20 IS QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION RECEIVED?

S21

S22

S23
•

S24 DISPLAY QUESTIONNAIRE

S25 STORE DISPLAY TIME

S26 IS MIDNIGHT?

S27 READ RETURN LIMIT

S28 IS RETURN LIMIT DAY?

S29 IS PREDETERMINED TIME ELAPSED FROM SAVE TIME?

S30 IS PREDETERMINED TIME ELAPSED FROM OUTPUT TIME?

S31 READ CONNECTION DESTINATION

S32 RETURN REPLY

END

FIG. 4

START

S4 0 IS POWER SOURCE CLOSED?

541 IDENTIFY CONNECTION INFORMATION

542 COMMUNICATION

S4 3 RECEIVE STANDARD TIME
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S4 4 ADJUST CALENDAR TIME

END

FIG. 5

5 TRUNK EXCHANGE

4 TRUNK EXCHANGE

3 LOCAL EXCHANGE

13 GENERAL PHONE

6 PHS SERVICE CONTROL STATION

2 LOCAL EXCHANGE

12 PUBLIC PHONE

14 GENERAL PHONE

10 PHS CONNECTOR

16 BASE STATION

20 TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER

2 8 STORAGE UNIT

24 TDMA/TDD PROCESSING UNIT

2 6 ANTENNA

38 SPEAKER
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42 KEYBOARD

32 TDMA/TDD PROCESSING UNIT
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50 CIPHER KEY
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18 PHS TERMINAL

FIG,

1 CYCLE TDMA/TDD FRAME (5 MS)

BASE STATION (CS)

TRANSMI S S I ON RECEPT ION

PHS TERMINAL (PS) 1

PHS TERMINAL (PS) 2 CONTROL CHANNEL

CONTROL CHANNEL

PHS TERMINAL (PS) 3

• # INDICATES TIME SLOT (625 MS)

• #1 (TIME SLOT 1) IS USED AS CONTROL CHANNEL (PHYSICAL SLOT

FOR CONTROL), AND #2, 3 AND 4 ARE USED AS COMMUNICATION

CHANNEL (PHYSICAL SLOT FOR CONTROL)

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

SLOT

FIG. 7

(A) CONTROL CHANNEL

1 TIME SLOT (240 BIT, 625 MS)

CRC GUARD BIT

R : RAMP TIME FOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE

UW : PERIOD WORD

CAC : CONTROL SIGNAL
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SS : START SYMBOL

(B) COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

1 TIME SLOT (240 BIT, 625 MS)

COMMUNICATION DATA

CRC GUARD BIT

R : RAMP TIME FOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE

PR : PREAMBLE

UW : PERIOD WORD

SS : START SYMBOL

FIG. 8

S12 0 DIAL TELEPHONE NUMBER OF PHS TERMINAL

5121 INQUIRE POSITION INFORMATION

5122 RETRIEVE POSITION INFORMATION

5123 CONNECT LINE TO PHS CONNECTOR

5124 INSTRUCT CALL TO BASE STATION

S12 5 MAKE CALL

S12 6 RESPONSE

FIG 9

S130

S131

TRANSMIT IDENTIFICATION SIGNAL OF BASE STATION

PHS TERMINAL RECEPTION
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5132 SAME AS IDENTIFICATION SIGNAL IN PHS TERMINAL

5133 TRANSMIT POSITION REGISTRATION REQUESTING SIGNAL

5134 REGISTER POSITION TO SERVICE CONTROL STATION

5135 CORRECT POSITION INFORMATION OF SERVICE CONTROL

STATION

S13 6 TRANSMIT REGISTRATION COMPLETION SIGNAL

S317 CORRECT IDENTIFICATION SIGNAL IN PHS TERMINAL

END

FIG. 10

5 TRUNK EXCHANGE

4 TRUNK EXCHANGE

3 LOCAL EXCHANGE

13 GENERAL PHONE

6 PHS SERVICE CONTROL STATION

72 TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER

2 LOCAL EXCHANGE

12 PUBLIC PHONE

14 GENERAL PHONE

82 BASE STATION IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

7 4 STORAGE UNIT

8 0 TERMINAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

7 6 INPUT UNIT

10 PHS CONNECTOR
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16 BASE STATION

2 0 TRANSMI TTER-RECE IVER

28 STORAGE UNIT

24 TDMA/TDD PROCESSING UNIT

27 CALENDAR CIRCUIT

2 6 ANTENNA

38 SPEAKER

4 0 MICROPHONE

42 KEYBOARD

44 MODE KEY

4 6 RECORDER

32 TDMA/TDD PROCESSING UNIT

30 ANTENNA

50 CIPHER KEY

52 QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION STORAGE UNIT

34 STORAGE UNIT

62 DISPLAY UNIT

18 PHS TERMINAL

FIG. 11

IDENTIFICATION POSITION ATTRIBUTE

NUMBER INFORMATION INFORMATION
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FIG. 12

IDENTIFICATION CIPHER KEY POSITION MODE

NUMBER REGISTRATION INFORMATION

INFORMATION

FIG. 13

START

5201 INPUT QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION

5202 SET TRANSMISSION AREA

5203 SET TRANSMISSION PERIOD/TIME

S2 04 READ AREA INFORMATION OF BASE STATION

5205 WITHIN TRANSMISSION AREA?

5206 TRANSMIT QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION AND TRANSMISSION

PERIOD/TIME

S2 07 IS RETRIEVAL OF BASE STATION COMPLETED?

END

FIG. 14

START

S208 IS QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION RECEIVED?

S2 09 SAVE IN STORAGE UNIT
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END

FIG. 15

START

5210 READ TRANSMISSION PERIOD/TIME OF QUESTIONNAIRE

INFORMATION

5211 IS THE PRESENT DATE WITHIN TRANSMISSION PERIOD/TIME?

5212 IS COMMUNICATION CHANNEL VACANT?

5213 CHANGE CONTROL DATA

5214 TRANSMIT QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION

5215 IS RETRIEVAL OF QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION COMPLETED?

END

FIG. 16

START

5220 RECEIVE CONTROL CHANNEL

5221 IS QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION TRANSMITTED?

5222 IS INFORMATION ALREADY RECEIVED?

5223 IS MEMORY FULL?

5224 RECEIVE QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION

S22 5 SAVE

S22 6 SAVE RECEPTION RECORD

END
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FIG. 17

START

5250 RECEIVE QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION

5251 SAVE

5252 DISPLAY ON DISPLAY UNIT

5253 IS REPLY MODE KEY DEPRESSED?

5254 DISPLAY QUESTIONNAIRE INFORMATION

5255 REPLY

5256 IS REPLY COMPLETED?

5257 RETURN MAIL

END

FIG. 18
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218 SPEAKER
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START

5301 ABSENCE SETTING
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5303 INPUT TELEPHONE NUMBER OF TRANSMITTER

5304 SAVE

53 05 INPUT MESSAGE

5306 SAVE

END

FIG. 20

START
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5311 IS RETURN MAIL PERFORMED?

5312 READ TELEPHONE NUMBER

53 13 AUTOMATIC DIALING

53 14 TELEPHONE CALL

END
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mia»i«««i(iaiJ*«^i«»J"*"*wra«« ^= whb* u>

a«fc»j^ST?Bisij Lfc8««*i=»^< a«*ff?a«
^«fc*«jLfc::i:*Wtti-r*a«««.
[«*«4] me* UV^-®&*<*^-f £B#£l|<t :^

•3i*"ca«*fr5 c^*««i:-r-6H*is 3 i=e«a>a

WE»-0)fll«E1i*«l=E«Lfcfll«*ai*-r4««
as*¥R<t.

«rE«aui**a"cwE««*ui* LfcBMHsnE* ^

SI=E«**tStll«t»BftitTElt'r*ffl*tt«E«

««BU*"»«JE«*SI=E11*sKattBB1t«t. ME*

«TEK-(Di»«E11*ai=EttLfc«fflO*^&. ME
*«m«**s(-r*»««««ai*«i:

*

«9Effl*»*jjtK*aic,fc*a:»e»ici6i:"c. me&
«fltaai»j*«'cai3M Lfctt««*i=at-J < a«£f?5
a^at^fix-fcct^^^^-^adsgo
[H**6] afiEiissfr-LTA^^^^ma-c&o

«E«***-0>flWMB«*ai: *

imEK-a)maEii*«i=iiWB««tEii.uf=»«*m
E*l^>y—BK-CtttBL. *0)WftJ*«JE«—0)«a
E«^RI=E«**v-5««i:»«?f*ltrE«"r*«#»

HTE«Stt*JEtt#»l=E«**tSftia«ai:. ME*

Jfc8*a<fc.

lWE*-<01ll«E1l*«I=E«Lfc«aa)4>fr&. ME
»«niati(ia-r**««wii3sij*« t

.

TOE«#B»*llt«E#W=*«tt««»«=Kt -

C* WE*
tt«a«i!W*«"CBiH Lfci«««i::*-3< a«*f?5

ME«ar=cfc*B*^«ia«ffi*Eaf-6«aBfi«#a

«*»«a«*a-t.
WE«iiiB»«affli*a*<s6«r*«*»wi=*^L^"c.

ME* HH<0»PiB1»aS<»jE-r**

iE^a <b: ^ffi^ c <t ^^« <t "T -i) 2 S 6 <D L

v

-r*u&McE«<0a«3£« o

[o 0 O 1 ]

fe—I/*fl>««SE«t* c <oa«

c£A<T?s*a«3S»=»i"r*.
[O 0 0 2]



(3) f$&W9 - 2 8 4 4 1 7

IB2AA<^£fc&<DT?¥gT*fcy. A^o^<7>^

LTL^do c«)IBHj«*»SHr4fc«>l=. *UJ«AI*

[0 0 0 3] C<D**W<P*a(COlx-tl6lTI=KWr

Personal Handy-phone System (ffig£!8M£aS£* JSLT

£l\ fct, C(D«fc5fcPHS<B«W=oivc5M*lil

[0 0 0 4] $M\ H5S#BBLTPHsa)«ja^t>lft

[0 0 0 5] rtTP^S^*S2|C[ijtlDA#^*^LT. »ft

<D4**«K1 2-Vb-««Bl 4*<««aF*L-CLx* 0 . P H

«2l=»«S*LTL^*. PHSigi8l1 OlCttttft

<Z)P HSUiftJIH 6 3&<««**LTL^-Bo PHSSife^l
6i±fc«a«*^LT««a>PHs«*i 8<ta<i*<pj

m<niGftsz&m3t&f&2*ixi*&. PHst-exa

3£»»**tTi**, ffeco?tTrt5E^«3(z4i-«APA^

81 3A<»«S*VCl** 0

[0006] P HSSife^ 1 6rtl=l±, PHSfflggg

5cpu2 2<t. *rtaa«*fr5fca&icffl*<0fc«£fi-

5TDMA/TDD«i3aau2 4i:. *naamai/s«*
fr5fc^cor> Jf^-SP2 6 IBH3SK2 8t*<»(te>

tlTl^o i££{f 2 0 I*. PHSffl»««ISlOfc»
UEStin^. 7>ft»2 6ll TDMA/TDDfi
m&Z 4l=»tt**UTl*£o iHS(1^20i:. CPU2
2<h; TDMA/TDD*&JISH2 4£. fBtlgg 2 8 £

i*/<*£frLT»«S*i-CL**. cpu22ii tBtttt

[0 0 0 7] PHSfl*5fc1 8<0rtffl|::ti\ PHSSlfe^

5TDMA/TDD5a^gU3 2<t. Mf-*SEIIt
^flBtlSH3 4£. &ia)SI^^5CPU3 6<i:. -ft

-Tf-C— K4 2 £j&<»(fib*lTl*-5. 1B13S1S3 4<7)F*)gfl

i=tt. j*«a«a)»isttttt«»-r*fc«)r=ffl^6*t*

bs#*— 5 o £*iti^ 0

[0008] 7>-T"*-ffl3 0f4* TDMA/TDD^I
»3 2£8Ma£jK"CL*&. TDMA/TDDHgi32

fBttSBL3 4£» CPU36£. xe—^38^,
7-f*40i, K4 2li/U$irLt»«*ii
tU^o CPU 3 614, ia«3*uE3 4(*30)ia^LttL^fB

[0 0 0 9] Scl^T, H6*#BBLT. PHS0)t81
mJj&lZ-Dl^Tmtt&o -4X14. PHSSifell 6 (D

TDMA/TDDlISli2 4S(/, P H S *S3k 1 8 CO T
DMA/TDD SB 3 2 (=*5l+-5«*(OgC**a*Bl

[o o 1 o] Seiz^m^ iif-<^;u OUT^u—

V) (=»»»J*rSo -<£>F*K #lT3^b#4TT*t40
£>XQ*V HSPHSStfeil 6^£>PHSSS3fc1 8^<D
2141 (iUTTy<tm5) icWyar. #iR^b#4R-e
^f4O(0XP^ h£PHS$g;fc1 8*»€>PHS£*&A
i e^omm cisiT±y^»5) i^ayats.
in. #1T. # 1 RT^tXP^ h >*JU<fcii¥

ttO)XPy h*MfV>^it5. P H S I44S

Sa**fT"'3fcto. Mlci*±i!lTm:ft1ft>*^
ip*>. «iKajata>a«*a-ei*. nop

[O O 1 1 ] 'V M4. 0 7|C^t«lC, 2 4 O tf

[0012] ^coj:3ft. 7*-b^*aat;eiss*aa)
C<t£. TDMA (TimeDi vision Multiple Access) 2if

it. TDD (TimeDivision Duplex) Sst^nf-SV*?*
«***«rtBtt«<D«#l=*»L/i:y. l»IBtt«a)«#
S*W»l=fc»r&«MI*<. TDMA/TDD^iai
irS^^-^o
[O 0 1 3] m^X. EI8$#PSL-C. -«1JDA«K1
3^S>PHS«i3fc1 8^aiS£fr5JM*ttfc#MllRI=-3l*

[OO 1 4] —ftSJtlDA^Sg 1 3^^>P/rila)PHStt^1r

acomti^^^^ V;u-f£ (S120. siixf'y?
ft^r. mT©s*B» o it;A%8k«3ttc«>«fi»

^taitfty. PHs«*a>*tHH»T?**ci:*Biti
r^>o -rat. TiTrtS!»a3i4. PHst-exw^
6iccosis#-^-<DPHsag^i 8<Dtt««tt£nai^
Jot** (S 1 2 1 ) o PHSt- tfX$i|Wg6l4. rnrt

*»«3*ya6*t4«K»*=*r5L^r. PHS4S3R
1 aa>fitciff«£ttXL. c«>fltB«»*iiTrtsta«3



(4) 4 4 1 7

KM*-* (SI 2 2) o r|irt£««3l*, C<B<£Btf

$gicstj^T. p h s as* i 8 ^*taa« Rite& p h s

a«@tt£«8W4 (s i 2 3) . PHsigsggi
0 1*. P H S 3g3fc 1 8 Rlteft P H S Stfe© 1

6(=»LT*W*ffl^* (S12 4) . PHSlifeg

PHS4S*1 8[=*tLTf£P¥£lr5 (s 1 2 5) .

-e. ph sas*i sawcs-r*** atss-sat&L. n&
^^A<ft:frft&C £!=&:£> (S12 6) .

y. jb*o*iaa«*fta*^T?fc&fctfK *taa«*«pr

tt«i:|lffl"Cft««t6ll ifc^T?t,»%ili;-r*ci:*«

-c?^^>o **u*>*.* <t*c-e^. i^n, ^tt^i

[O01.6] ttl^T. ^iS 1 2 2t?f1Jffi-r-SPHSag

[0 0 17] PHS»*»1 614. SJW^-fr^*^**!

fflLXPHS»i6»S(=WyS"Ct) *ufc»»J***. 36

&itfJl=3Ml"3~£ (S 1 3 O) • PHSIM1 6<ta*i

prtEttPHSfliSfcl 8 14. C^SSfl*^ (SI 3

1) o fit, fBIISB 3 4 0)BI^ Lttl*««l=JE«L

Tl^ P H S*ifeH<X)ai»I»#t H L-efc^J&^S^ttb

(s 1 3 2) o cc-e. (s

13 2. Yes) . PHS«*tt»iLtl^fl)'t;.
(S 1 3 2. N

o) . PHSSS5K1 8r4»»LfcO)-e. PHS4g^18
ii*wp**>*ju*wfl LTttae«#«#*a«f
^ (si 3 3) o ca><aa*»«*=i** PHsas^i
8<Z)fli®]«^4i#*3h/Cl*£u ffia»»*fc«-l-

£P HSS%^1 6 7b<Slt^-i>i:. P H S gtfei§ 1 6 14

PHsttsRjrwLraa^^v^si
<oa«i4. a«^^>*;u**JfflLrfir3b*t-s.

[0 0 18] PHSSJfe^l 6li, PHS&H&IMSB1
O^Lt, P H s-tf— tr^*i»«6^ttas»«#*
surr* (si 34) . c<7?{ia^sii-^ici4. phs

8 PHSftifejai 6(DBS3SiJ*#A<#

*sh/Cl*£o PHSt»fX«»B6ll ^(3{£B£fi

ii^i^^oLvr. Ha?Lft^E«ssaicje«**t*fita

WfS^^IE-r^ (S13 5) o PHStf— trxsiwae

14. f£ JE*><*S7 *f a»S7$?F-r«*§-£iii«'r*

(S13 6) o P HSSifeil 6^&jH«**1*«»»
7£S-r<I-s§-££lt&££. Elia£a3 4(DB*Lttl*

fi^tlCffitM LTL^ P H sa«feHa)B6Sfl*^S P HSI
ife^ 1 6(0lfc®J«#l=«#aa-* (S137) a fL

a«.^v>*ji/*»»Lr. toii£*S7-r<5>o

[0019] cflOcfcSttMffcSfT^ctic^y. isiss

bmbt?. p h s «*(osfiM* p h s

[0 0 2 0] «l*T. *tfigSAA<g^Lfc r^>^-K

[002 1] jfer . m 1 0 £$Rg LT«jai=Ol\TBW!

-r<&. ft. PHsomrnvmrnLtzms kFi-<nm&9

l4«BS-r^)o

[0022] p Hs-y— t'x*ii^6ii, wfflisiB*^

LT«&a>Tfrrt£&t)£2. 3i=»«**vri^*. phs
gifcigl 614. PHSfflS«8I1 0£:frLTrfjP'q£&

&2[=}gg&£;h,Tl>&o PHS1*-t^tWlB6(Drt»

iHSftaJ7 2t. *«a>ffl»£fr5cpu7 »ff

#(=<fco-ca^^A^)*fr5A^gi57 6t, tBttSB7
4 &ih/Cl\-&. 3ia«ffl7 2l4rfT^£&«2.

3tft«**tTfiy. CPU7 0tiH§:<igP7 2^IBil

3£B7 4£A2lSJ7 6<tl4. LTfg|££*i,Tl^

GVttB7 4l=(4gJte^SSSiJt1f?a8 2 tag*®
9J1M8 0£*<ffitt*3hTl^&. CPU7 0I4. IBttS

17 4(0|2l^L^L^^!=ffi1l^tL^>^P^^A(=^^

[0 0 2 3] PHSSlfeil 6 0f*3aJ(=l4. -B#NK K

&£fi^20£CPU22<!:TDMAx'
T D D*&3lgP2 4 U>^—[US 2 7 <tfSHSB2 8

<tl4. /n'X^LTSS^HTLn^o CPU2 2I4. IB

«aa2 8rto)ia^LO:L\fi«(=tB«**i-s^py^A

[0 0 2 4] tf;fcB£ Lt^PHSg*1 8<DWiH=

14. PHS**S1 6 3&^&ill«**L*«**S«Lfc

y. «*o>j»i»a«tft3r>T-^»3 0A:. fciaafi

-r£{I-§-0>^»£fT5 TDMA/T D D*&Sffli3 2 t s

5 c p u 3 6 <t . «#*#w=jc«-r e—* 3 8

i^*{itt^t8S4 6i:, PHsag*i smmm

A<»l+€)*lTL\«o EttSSB3 4<Bfl»l=l4. ftlffiaffi

t % -rXr— h««E«»5 2tA<ttlt€>*irL\S.

[0025] 7>ft»30lt TDMA/TDDftl
§P3 2i:^g^$HTL^^o TDMA/TDDM3 2

Bfi8S3 4i, CPU3 6<t.

7^^40<t, 7f?— K42<t. ^E— K*— 44<t.

8taS4 6t, a^SP4 8 <h(4/\*X^^LT}S^^H
-C^^o CPU3 614. te«»B3 4rtl=tB«**l*:0



ZtifiVZ*. «Ma«J*<DPHS*3fc1 8I4.

[0 0 2 6] *gl*T. H1 1 *#fflLT*16»Bl3i(«a

8 2ir^LNTlttB^^*D^^>o ttH&AHI»]1Rn8 21*.

* P H s a*«*4x-F*iO)BIU8iJ*^4:fflHi«tt

[0027] KtSIS-^if*. PHsS*gM

[0 0 2 8] »flrm«4tt. »Bf*it&*ifc*HI

##(7) p H s ^ife^A<@BS £ ttT i*6IMT£Bt»J-r6«

l>£ 0 C <*>#**. 5 2|*£^MT&
y, 5 2— o 3 i4*sarfiSMBt?&y . 52—03—

P H sat*6IS**t"F*t(DBISiJ#*i: 4, 00T-fcoT

[0 0 2 9] f Lt, Mttfita<t(4. »j£f*(t€>*ifcttl

SiJ»#<D P H S*i6J»3E»<Ett**i"C^416«<Z)3aa«3E

0 2MlSft?fcy, 0 3l*I**«Tfey, 0 4I4&

*tri*&»*£ p h s»»»cBttBife«<B»1±i::tf i:x

SjyS4*(D-Cfc4. ft* 0 2-0 5(7)41!=. ttftfDJH

ttflM«l lJSTttJ:LV
[0030] mi^r. mi 2*#BRLr«B*ai»j«tt8

fi-T« P H S 3&3fcGD*tl-FfUOK&JS^ t BS^r— £ (4

[003 1 ] ::(?, B»SJ##£:I4* PHS$%m<» :th
-P*LlcfllSijrr^.il64X'S»-^a)Ci:-ea&y . BPt>. PH

[0O3 2] B&-^*— !4. feta&ffUi&ft&SIS

4ffia)i 6ita*<ffl^a)PHSfliB3Sic»jya-ce»*tTLx

£ta><t^-£o ft* 0xf*JUTf::$$<ftl7b<1 65t^t?fe

[003 3] f-fc. tttBfilkllia^l*. WiCf*(t6*tfc

M»J*#(D P H S**A<a«RTffi/j: P H S^tfe^cOltS'I

»#a>C£-<?*y. PHS<DMft<DttW-0«fflLfcH9

co^wm s 1 3 s-eteiEr&tta<7>-£-T?^fc<& 0 h 1 1

iCfclxr^Lfc. *HfeJB»35iJ«a8 2I=«2«*tL*PH
S at*6»0)BlS'l#*<Z) t x"*"*t^3&<#* £ ft& C <t ir fc:

[0 0 3 4] ^E— K«a-kl4. PHS^b

WKW 9-28 44 1 7

B^I4fiJSf^o

[0 0 3 5] «L*"C. H13-17 *#fflLT*UBBA

8Wrr4o Eli 3oyn—^-v— hictto-c. p

H S *9"— fcfXfMWJft 6 (DBftMcoi^TlftW*f?5 o

[0036] PHS"tf— t*X$f|fflI^6P^(DA^iaJ7 6£

hwa^Ksij-r-sfcife^i/'j t;^>/^—
^^C<tlC-r^) (S201) . p]i:<A^ai7
6£*Jff§LT. *IBS 2 0 1T?A*Lfc7>^— h«a
(Diiia***^*^* (S2 0 2) o ^H-^
CC07^- htta^^ii^l=!4. V±m\ £A2>

(7)iS^l=l4. rs^t3!lj £A2»-f£o r]Sj£

HijJ rffidMjfcHj <tl^fr3!@T*A;fcL-C4>cfcl\>

i\, rm*3!^j o) rmismi t^ofcflta*
A^J LT^j <fc

L

x o C#L&<0A*aBI=l4-. B1 KOKI35IJ

»*atiM4iBtt«ai=»i£-r*«^3&<*tf»»i y

TL^o ¥IS 2 0 2T?A*^^^>^mifei|tC0tSaiC^

-?ut. ^ims 2 o 1 t?a^*^^z>^- Ktsaic,

hi i (0»sij*#*LM4jBttma*siyaT*,
[0037] selnt. Ktta^^-r^^coife^
^^t5 (S.2 0 3) c cc-ei4. r>>r- m»a<D3l«

A^^Tt^t, A*»7 6J:yai«BBt6S«i»r«
^1^tEj<C P U 7 OlC^-^^tt-So CPU 7 0(4

«%Att»Ji*a8 2*x6«/t(op Hs*«6»a)(aiE*a
^jstt«a*«^aj-r (S204j 0 fir, ^is2
o 2-e»3£Lf=ai«i6«*^-r«at. ¥is204t?
Bt^fl»4«ai:*ltKr €»Cfcl=<fcy . fiS 20 4-Cf

f^^^S^*&m* fc l4»HrA<iMiftfe^ (= ttS -TS *
^J^T^ (S 2 0 5) o

[0 0 3 8] cc-e. ai«»«rt-ci&stfl36**t*i
(S205, Yes) % CPU70I4. ¥W S2041?
H^«««a(=»jfrs«isij»#sH^i»6. fit,
i|Trt*»«2l=»LrC<OHl3SI]##*jS6W-r-&o rfT^^

tft«2(4. PHS-^-tfx^i^e^^^^ti^ia^I
#-^icg^Jixr. phs**jbi 6^a)ig«s»tt"r
^>o fit, P H S-9— ex$l|^I^6l4^IIlSS 2 O 1 <t

^IHS 2 O 3 <h T*A^] Lf:7^- httat*<DjSI«tt

.M(co^x<Z)«a*PHS»*6Bl 6^a«-T4 (S2
06) , 7^- KltacOvU r;U^->/\*— 4i.HB*

[0 0 3 9] fit, CP.U7 0I4. Ki6Attl»I1Ka8

2lZlBS*^^)^TOP H S^ife^ir^L. S20 5(D

flffi*ffofcA^^*»35ijrS (S 2 0 7) o ::t\
±r(DPHsai6jai=»L*js*ffofcap,i4 (S20
7; Y e s) . tol^Tt^o ^T-3T^/d:LNi:$lZl4

(5)



(6) WM¥9 — 2 8 4 4 1 7

( S 2 O 7 . No) . mm S 2 0 4 iZMZo

[0 0 4 0] ft. ^H1S

m&Zft&tZl-l* (S 2 0 7. No) . ¥1S207

[004 1 ] Sk±0>W}tt&7 ><T- httfa<7>AXRlS P

HS&&m^<D&mm/tX*fo*>o WS202

A*U CCD»*l=»a-r*«*l=IM**tftPHS»

>>^— hff$g|c&^LT&Ll^A;b<^<lfl££te#lCT

r&mmt* *«-\s>*6*i=(Hffi**t**a)-ei4<j:<. n

[0 0 4 2] ttiv*\ Si 4£#PBLT. PHSSM

[0043] P H S S±fe^ 1 6 <D C P U 2 2 I* . j^afl

a<IStf2 o*<r>T- htR«<&a<I£fr3 £ (S2 0

8. Yes) . CPU 2 21*. Cfl)7^- HMSE
1fttS2 SlcS??-*-* (S2 0 9) o ffi. fBilSS2 8

|C«?pr-61t«lI** IS 1 3 izmZIX&^MS 2 0 1 T?A

36«B#»!a)«tt4i#**fCL^5« ft* ^!S208t7
h««£SltW&fcl**&l=I* <S 2 0 8. N

o) . ^s*$«7-r^o
[0 0 4 4] «lvt\ B1 5$#1LT. PHSiii

PHSSife^l 6©CPU22li, fEH^g2 8 (ClStt

(S2 10) o * b^-(Hl^2 7 £*1J

ins 2o^&fr&&&mftMft^&&fr&fr :£p\&ir ;£>

(S21D 4 cct». &^a#J«i^T*&£<t¥i]££*i£

t (S21 1. Yes) . CPU22liTDMA/TD

6(S212), (S212 4 Ye
s) tm'g.Ztl&t. C P U 2 21*. TDMA/TDD
«i«»2 4l=#L. #IS2 1 2T*££¥i]5EL7-51*>

/TD D4&S|£ii2 4 l*C£>Ji^l- LfcA*o~C\ iWBft

2 1-3) o

[0 0 4 5] fir, 1B1KSS2 8icC«**tfcT><r
- MWRt T DMA/T D D$im$$2 4-C»«tF*>*

><r- hmfB<t^z> jf^-ai2 6-j;y«iiatb*-r« (s

214) . *LT, Ifitl^S2 8|::SBtl£*x£±T(7>7

(R*ff-3fc3&^5*N*M3EL (S2 15) . fro-tlvKI*

(S 2 1 5. Yes) . ^l?«7Ls ffo-Ct^Lxt

£\Z\* (S 2 1 5, No) . ^IBiS 2 1 OlZM&o *
fc. fis 2 1 1 -caaRM3&<ai«ttiBm-efest*ijs

ZtL&t (S 2 1 1 . No) . ¥IS 2 1 5|Cstt; 0 £

^ic. ^ms 2 i 2T?»«5L *>*;ui=ffl*<IRi x 4:#i*

(S 2 1 2. No) , ^lilS 2 1 2irii£>o ap*>. fl«

[0 0 4 6] jaia>BK*#PHSS*Bl 6(cfc(f^r

h««<D»«»f1n!fc*. «S2 1 1

i±; eh 3 covins 2 o 3T*A^Lfc^rpitt$aicisa-r

o*y. 7 >^r— Kc7)^b^^7 zf~t'&'c £lzt£

[0 0 4 7] #HilS 2 1 3T?7F*r^ir. ilff^^

[0048] SL^r, 01 6$#lLTPHSiS^1 8

[0049] $tf, PHS^1 8(0CPU36lt T

DMA/TDDMSSP 3 2 *<ait^ ^fl^ E« L

TL^-S<)
TDMA/TDD«UP3 2A<Slt

^ii-^COrt. *I»^V>*;UO)«-^SBt^l»S (S2 2

o) o c p u 3 61*^(7)*)^-^ v*;uo>ffl^t«»]-<"

^T^> (S22D o wC-e. a<i^HTt>^>i:¥iJS-r

-5^ (S22K Yes) . P H S ^tfe^ 1 3HS

[0 0 5 0] *Lt, C P U 3 6lifBH^g3 4CDIH^

v'J7^t>/N-^ftl)o CttlC^y, PHSlife

m 1 6^t.a<l*+t^TXr- H««3&<BH=««Lfct,

a)T?ft-SA^S3&^S4ajffir* (S 2 2 2) o ail

LTl^l^flgjfiX* (S 2 2 2, No) t. CPU



(7) ttfflW- 9-284417

3 6i*7>^— htt$ata<ias5 2 0umw^m^<^.
fit, r>^r- h««IH«»5 2i:+»ttffi»«3&«*

"Tft (S2 2 3) o -CT?. fE<)7)U-e\*tjil^tm&

£tl&t (S 223, No) . C P U 3 6 ttfMtt^-V >

SJRMlCgirr* (S 2 2 4) o

[00 5 1 ] HI 5<D*IKS 2 1 3I=j3l^T. T^^T—

H^r—^ icW^LfcO)"^ ^HIS 2 2 4 14 P HSSM

f Lt, gflfc7>^- htSlfi^CPU3 6

A<7><r- h«*8E««5 2(r|B««#-r^ (S2 2

5) o fit, C P U 3 6(4COT>^— htffg^v'J

*K««B3 4<DH^Lftl^«i*l=lB1I«

#-T* (S 226) Z(DB#. Z.0)T>*r— hflMR

a>2l(ift»l (*lM4i£«»7?*JB) £»J6ttW"TlB«L

T^*T- h«ttl=l*. PHS^Ml 6^fS1l^g2 8

irfStf £;h,<5>T>>r- hmtR<D%ttB*XIII=Nr«1t*tf

[0 0 5 2] ^IIIMS 2 2 1 T7>^T- httSfi3E><i£ii£*t

Tl^fcl^id (S2 2 1. No) . ^HiS 2 2 2"Cgt(C

ainfc7^- h««35<ii«**vrt^a* (s 2 2

2. Yes) . ^JISS 2 2 3T?7>^- htf1815119*5

27b<>^ ,j7;U«t^oTt^^l4 (S 2 2 3. Yg
s) . xi-mmzmTTz*
[0 0 5 3] JSl±00»ft3&<PHSiS5Sl 8(Zfctt^7'>

14. P H S^5*M 8(D*iJffl#[c^R¥£&b^£::£&

y. *jffl#*<«LfflT?«Ki=i6S"e*ftt^*$T?*. r>
<r— h«tt**iJffl#<OPHSSS3Ri 8(rfB1t£i±£c:<t

BP*>. ft&<Dm%T> Jr- hTI4T>^- h

<7)«S£# (PHS3S^1 8(D*]ffl#) r=»L5i»iMf=»

L£ofc*><. T>T- h1t«*E«ttBI=E«*1i;**:

ft -So f*,&. 7^- hlc»L»*ttl::«y*SA/T7*i

[0 0 5 4] *BS2 2 2ay^iS 2 2 31?^

T^fC. PHS3SS5R1 8<0E«««3 4a>E«rtB*tt
*QL. *fl)aaLfc8*i:S'JL^7>^- htit$B££

» hhrsm

l

taats ^ t *<•< & y , e«kb
3 4<0*ja«ffl3&<tf*tfcy^ PHS«*1 8<D«ffl#|::

[0 0 5 5] EB3SS3 4A</^y 7;kd»*

ia«tt»3 4a>««[s««'r*cii=tty % asfctitfg

[0 0 5 6] ttl^T. 01 7$»BUPHS«*1 8

[Cfclt^TXr— h<D[E]gIMM::o^TlftBJ5^£o

[00 57] P H S$g3fc 1 8C0C P U 3 Bb<7 >
<r-h««ia)»«tBBM-* (S 2 5 0) . fit, -

(7)®iILfcZ>^- h1t*I*EttS«3 4l=«?Fr«
(S2 5 1) o c<0Mffl4H(=B1 1 6TflftMLfc*0)-c?

fc£o fir, «#»foW»*7*-*£. CPU3 614S

14. CtTDliTFlCftoTS^SfT^ (S 2 5 2) o

[00 58] *-<Z)flL CPU36I4. hElS^
- K*— 4 4*<#T**tfc3&^53&^*E«L«(+*o *L
T\ »T**lfc<t*IBfrS<k (S253. Yes) v C

P U 3 6I47>^- htf?BE1tfflJ5 2^b7>^T" hit

ttSHWiJU -tL^a^^6 2|za^£ti-£ (S2 5

4) . PHS4g^1 8<D«ffl#te;:©«tt*Jlfc*<&.

hlr^L0^*^T5 (S 2 5 5) o fit, ±
TO)*&(c»LrisISLfc3&^5A^*«3E :r* (S2 5

6) o 0«*<»7 L/=<kflffi-r*£ (S 2 5 6. Ye
s) . 7><r— hcDiH1l#[c^LT><r— hOEl***
If-r-SCtirft^ (S 2 5 7) 0 fit, «Bai*»7"T

[00 5 9] CdT?. ^lS 2 5 31?7>^-h[fi]S:e

- K*— 4 4*<|fT£*tTl^lx<h *I4 (S 2 5 3. N

o) . 3ltt*7>^r- K0S^- h>-4 4 A<«iT*ii

4 4WT^W*-e, MS
2 5 6-C*T(0aBI=»-r-Sia«*<»7 LTL^l^#
1= 14 (S256, No) . ^iS 2 5 4|Cl^o
[0060] CC0cfc5(C PHS8S3K1 8(DfiJffl%*<7'

hlelS^— K*— 4 4 Lftl^* T>^—
hc7){H]^^^rf 5 - <tl4ftu 0 EP*>. 7><r— htf>J&SI#

(PHS^1 8<0«»ff) (0»*3&«aL^a?|= % T>
^-h^@St^^H^t^ 0 Z><r-h<75^%[4
e»fl)»«<oat^*i=7^- h^©^-f s#

wit«*snr^*Bi:*«iti=< <. r>^r-hf=*r
-r^ftte^^^i:^< fr&o ctui=j:y. r>^— hie

»*»ftiBi:*-§-x.*^-r< z><r- hcDmux

[006 1] *as«iA3e»<«»Lfc±aa5«fc5«: rr>^r
-h^t+i>X^Aj f4, 8IfA<aMtStt*i:7>^
- htt«*E«r*E«*a*<«^e>*LXL^*(D-c. s

[0 0 6 2] *fc. iS«fta)yvb-^SEttt4-i



(8) **Bfl¥ 9-284417

Jb-tZIS&mt-ftlto 3*- 3-2 1 4 9 4 7

[0 0 6 3] jM\ *<0«J«l=Ol*T* HI 8$#1L
Ttt«Tr<&. ttffl£<0a«£fr5c£A<T#4SSife2O

4 1*. SBIsltl2 0 2 L till* V h9-^200
£tt«**t-CI^4a a«*'V K9-^2 0 0[*El7KL^

l*#<<Dtt*fc«tt*:K-Cl**. 2 0 4 <0rt»l=

[*. a«^^ <7 2 o oi:4asa(i*ff3aia«»

210t, #«<D»f*W»*ff 5CPU2 12t, «*
2 0 4(75flJ^%^b<OA^^SttWtt^A^®2 1 4

2 1 8 ^^m^i^^^^O 2 1 9<t>MS*

e>*fCL^o Jt^iiai2 1 0<tCPU2 1 2tAt>®2.

1 4fcK«SSC2 1 6(tXt-*2 18t7^f*2 1 9

tit. /***:fl*LTtt«SJK-Cl^o IS1SS^2 1 6 0)

^gpici*. * ^-b-vE«»2 2 0t««#»3SiJ##IS

ttffi 2 2 2 ^TWi^^Tl^o
[0 0 6 4] «lvt\ 1211 9£#EBLT. * ^-fe— v£>

K«»ffci=oivc&grr*. ft-r. «5K2 0 40)*ijffl#

l*A*)fflJ2 1 4S.^LT^«E»ffi*ff5CtA<T?*-5
(S3 0 1) o £<Dtt*2O4*&0>a«J&«a«

K9—^ 2 O 0£3>LTii|£>;H& (S3 02) 0

CtDaa^ftfl-T-SSSaW*^^ 4g*2 0 4

(D«fflt*SMii9«-^l=t4. CPU 2 1 2 1*.

iHS<tfflJ2 1 o&%.mLmmtffo&z.£ :£V£!&-tz>t.

fe-y$WtHL, a«*v h-^—^ 2 0 O&ftLTm.
m%\zftliT§tm?Z* ceD^-b-vfrf*.

l*&o jS«#f*B^L<CL^«B*^e>3l«#a)«R*^-*
A*t6 (S303) o CPU212I1 Z(DAjl£tl

-5*K*#*««#«SU«-^IH«»2 2 2|c«WT«>
(S 3 O 4) o

[006 5] «IVC. C P U 2 1 2 lifBtl^g 216^

-5. -<£>^ ^-tr-vfri*. 2l«#^c>coail#l=lpHt-C

^A^l"^ (S 3 O 5) o CPU212I1 C<7)> ^-fe

— <y-b— vtSggfl 2 2 OlcJEtt-r«£#lc. EElc

JS«LfcjS«*0«B*#^*HSW»+4 (S3 0 6) .

fit, -ii<7)*&si£*i7-r&«

[006 6] ttl^C* El 2 0£#f$LT* *V+Z— v<0

S^BftfZOL^-CttWf 4o ^2 0 4COftJffl# (iWa

<o£{l#) i*. A^iffli2 1 4 6»fM-£^£(=j;oT*
•yt-y(7)I±^t^-i:^t^^)o CPU2 12
A^ZOJS^SBBI^*^* > -y-b—vI5«»2 2 OlefS

1 s-eSWrJEa-TS^-r* (S 3 1 0) o P*£;6<$S;b

£<t, c p u 2 1 2i*g{i#ic*tL. *v-b— v<o

&«#l=ttLB«£fr5^5A*£l»3 (S3 1 1) . S
«#I4. A^S2 1 4^f*JfflLTfS:S:-r^>o £
ffl-r«»#f=(4 (S311.Yes).CPU212[*
««#MSI»#K«tt2 2 2j&*&, *a)S±Lfc>^-b
-$>i=»fcr«a«*a>«B»#*«*-r* 031
2) o fit, SBRLfc«fi»#l=»-5^-ca«y-f-V
;u*m* (S3 13) . > ^-b— ya>a«#taB3&<-e

£ (S3 14) . fit, ca>aB*««7
-r-6i-a<z)iiiftti«T'r*. --x*. ^ms3i i-c

E«L3ECL^«IC(* (S 3 1 1 . No) . ^C-C-jgO)

tfi^(*$iT"r^-<tiz^^ 0

[0067] co*3<i:«iflF*ff 3 **v-b— v>

(OS^i#(*iHi*^T :5i5S^-r'5/
'

£ 't
"
e ^ >^-b-vcO

&iI#£<0raT?aii£^?c<t7b<T?££ o HP*,, ^^-b

aic. »B**o)A*5x*i=fiHt"-siaa^«B*i»
itr* w 1 1 £ & <fc 5 1= ft£ .

[0 0 6 8]

h*tt*>XfAj 14, T>>r- h1t$g*afiLfcig^O

AM*»ai=l4«WT?*«:L^ *<Dtztb. T>*r— K0)[hJ

g$ft5-<tl*T?^^)^ ^-c?^^U^c<S6lcTXr—

[0 0 6 9] *fc. ^*a^-eiftB^Lfc<fc5lr. it$fico

ti=«fcyraaL^*B*a)«*«*i«cct*-e#«»3&<.
c*Ll=4,J51T0!)J:5ttP«flH*< ife-&. aS7>^-htf$fi

&«*S^r L* 5 £ I* 5 C t ttmZ h RTS6ttA<fc-S

•

WBH^O 3— 2 1 49 4 7*tt«*-ee2S*t&S£fflt*>

*5S(4. ?iJffl# (S^l#) A<£flL<*:5i: LfcB#l=.

[0070] **wi*. ±aLf=iaHjSS»a-r*fcA

^-&C^3&<T?*5a«SS»=J3l^T.

jb^^saiiKusawrs-ts^fc-ssMir-rft.
[O 0 7 1 ]



(9) ffiW9- 2 8 4 4 1 7

fcH*i:t]t«-r*EI»H:tt*Si:. K-<B««E«*
Sl=Ett L fc« ffiCO+* b S^tS?fi*K»f &^^tt$g

[0 0 7 2] ca>i£lfS*gl*. lfflE*-a>firaE«*B

*E«LTt^ 0 «<BaiA*aJ&<K-C0l«aE«*ai=

[oo7 3] cco^ ^(c. [Higit^^a^tft^^o-es

»H=*^<a«*Mttr*-£*«-c**. §p*>. aiRtt

^3&<-c#. «a<7)iH]iiR*3&<ifi]±-r'& 0

[0 0 7 4] *fc..tt#«2l=EB<B»«»KI±. 86
©att, bib. »*j*fl)»PBi««*ttaj-rs*u>y—

[0075] c^ansm*. auv^—sss-esaEG)

Btt\ BIB. ft*|«cOB»pBim«*tttiiL, F/r5tB#£ffi5£

aii^ai*a<i£frao
[0076] zco^aic 8«ei»ms* m»tit

L>ftpBi**a«a^ K7)«L^rpi*sfflora«*fi-*)

£ <&a<ia>^JI£-a>&£3£ £ (slgt£ z i tfi

[0077] *fc. »*4i3icEtta)a«SKttl a<i

[El«^^LTAa*+L^mfaT?&o-C. Ctf>tff$Slc*fr-f

*a«5feO)»«««4:B«'. BIB. B*M«aB*fflflMR£

**sK*flM*£irr**=a>««E1I*R£

.

OSli BIB. »«JSfO)»PdH«BSadl-r-6*U>4f—

Bit*:. »-03«tiE«*«l=E11Lfcfll«a)*^6»
iB««*M»j^«»nn«*Bi«JW*afc . ttmi**Hitu<¥

a35<»sii-r*ftPBi««^* u>$r—EK*<«w-r*B*Hi
«Bt*tttt-r<&B*Wtttt*a*. K^onraEv^a
i:Ei L fclMIW)+* & 188EfllW^BIS>li"'S ftttff$8*8

*BM»J¥a-t?BI*l Lfc»8E1MRl::a*-3 < a<I£*r5afl

[0078] ccaafi^si*. »-cofl«aE«*aa&<.

flontwcwrsaasfeflottaflmtait. bib. b»m«
0)«FlM«*i:3&<***V'5««*E«r4« au>^-[El
HA<Stt<OB«. BIB. B#*«<Dftra«*£ttffl-r£,

WI«ni«MM*a3^K^a)1B«E**ai=E*Lfcfll«
o>4i^&p«iniK««Mi»ir«. B»«ut«*a3&«»iB««

fBES^ai=EHLfcttfg(D+^t,^SS1f$g^^33i|-r

6o fits »MibK^a3&<Hfffi«)ib«e**»fc»
afl^a^tttciiiMUtta^a-eKa Lfc*«««ii=

«^jL*fca«*fr5o
[0 0 7 9] c<B<fc?l=* p»IB1ll«l«ai*a*<K-CD«

«E«*RI=***t«»IBflMl*IliaL. B$£ijhb3£^R

3&<^<0»PBim*t3Hft«)BW. BIB. B$«j«O^M1*«
t*hb«L. c<7>j±i&lc*-3ixTa«£*T5 c<t*<-e£

HP*>, K-<0««E«*ai=#**t*»PB1««i:a
ffi(D»Ba«**<-aLfc&. a«*e»wi=na*&-r*c
<t*<tf^^o ctuc^y. fctx.a«sse<o*jffl#*<a

*r*^Ta«*B8#r*<o-t?* a(tfi#ts'afiifr-6ci:

[0 0 8 0] ^tz. n#3K4(rEK<oa«SBId:. ^
-r-6WSft**!i2pjs*a*«x.. afi^attHfSftMflst

[0081] co>a<i3£Bii. HrSB»*]ipis^a-c*u

-r^o fit, ca>tt««*i=*as-3i^-c\ afi^ai*



(10) ffl¥9- 2 8 4 4 17

[0 0 8 2] Z(D£z>lZ. ««B#*J*a lll»A<

r^>c<t^#^^"e. *ra*(&a««ab<*«s

^raw^aaa* ha)fiiw«i?B*iioTafi*frb

[0083] *fc* ii*ii5frtaK(7)afi^gi*. a<i

-<0«aEtt*a£* SB—<D«»HIS11*SI=IEttLfc«

a*U** 1T'&«afflA#a£:. S«E<0Bfl\ BIB. B»M

a"eiffiE«a*Wa LfcB**J$*lE;fc L/>y—!l8&-e«

<p««E«*Sl=E«Lfc«*8tO+ 3&x 6* l$*Stia*i8

»J -T -&»«««WSiJ^fft i: ^ tt*»*JttK*ai=J:*lt

*^<a«*ff?a«*a-£*«*.xi*«.
[oo8 4] ca>a«3S«i*.'»-<oit«iE«*a-ea

««lc»-T*fi«5fc<0»«««A<***t*«**E* L

Tl*4. 1»tHtH**K3Ei<S-fl)11iaEtt*ai=E«Lf=

tsa^ta^-f <£« *u>y—EiBA^aaE^Bf*. bib.

B^j^B^itta^aj-f£o ta*»*jE«*a**fli*

a**aT?«rffi««i*ffl* Lfc»««*i»iB* u>y-[u

**u-6«tti:»i6f*(trE«-rs 0 dl*tt*Jit«*a36<

ffl*^*iEtt*aicE«**t*B»ra«a[t*
B-ettm-r-6»nsi«*i:*ib«-r*. »««««isij*a
*<«-o)«aEii*a'i=E«Lf=««a)+^&. «a«
asniair*. *u-c\ a«*aa6<tti*»Mtt:«*ai=

fcet4it«e»i=a i:-c»tt«««i9J*a-cni38( Lfc»

[0 0 8 5] c<o«fc5i::* ta*B#&JSetl^a*<1&-a)ti!

iHE«*ai=Eii**tfc«a*«atti*#aT?fflA Lfc

»«*e*l. ui)B»«tt»*a*«tti**»JEii*ai=

Ett * tt& Anffa1 is > « ta -r B»m

«

a<t£tt»u c(Dj£iisM»i::*^i*Ta«#aj&<a«

£}t5 ZLtti<X<£&<> *<Dtztb. -fiE1»a*ai;&Lfci::

tA^ftfe-r. 3r3Ett«l«aLTti«-a)««E«^ai=
E***tfc**a>«ai=»LT. a««i=a«*»r-r

[0086] ^/c. ss#iS6(rfaft<DatiSgi*. a«

«lc»t:*fi«jfefl!)««««*^**t*1f«ftE«r«
K"0)«ttE«*at. S«E<OBti\ BIB. B$gl]3?<DB*

rPitia^^tb-r^^u>^-[ai£&^. *-<D«aE«*
aT?««*EttLfcft*is*^>y—Ett-cttUL. *
<7)»*]t»-o«aE«*ai=Eit**t««ttt»j6(*
itTB«*r*«#ttME«*at. «#»iWEii*ai=

*ai=E«Lfc*«o*^&»«fli«tBiai-r*ft««
a^'j^at, ftffmnitn^ai=j:«itiKiefti=jei:

T^tsaiasij^a^^u Ltz^mmmizm^<mm&
fr5a«*ai:*flix.T^«.
[oo8 7] coafissi*. s-<0flittE«*a-ca
«H«*ttLTA**sK*«aT?fco-c. ceo

wmz&? ss{i%®jMtftatf$$ft«t*a&Ett l

TL>£ 0 0B*<afi<DBft. BIB. B*»]«<0

BMHfliaS«ffl"r fl»m*JE«*R*«JS-<Dfll«E
tt#aT?«**E«Lfcw*ie* BttTttw
L. -tO)^*J*SB-<D««Ett*a(=Ett**i.4««^
»j6ftitrE(i-r*. «*««m^*a#R-a>««E
tt^aicE«Lfc««(D*36^»«««*«i»J-rs«
LT. a«^a3b<AffB»Mti:R¥a(=<fc«ti:ttff»l=fe

CT««fll«l«H*a'C«l3MILfc*«fllW=*-^<a«

[0 0 8 8] C(D«fc3l=* fe#B*MEtt^aft<ff-a>m

«E**aT?ni«*E*LfcB»»ltE«L* «#B»*ytt:

»^a*<ft#B»»iE«*ai=E«*ih-*»Bsi«at a u

m(z^^t^afi#a*<aii^^T :5c:<bA<-e#'5o ^eco

tga*«^Lfci=4ift)t>r. wsttBaiaaLT*
«-<0««E«*RI=E1l*4xfc**<Dmai=:»LT.
M^toirafi£im^&c£7t><T?££a>-c. sisls
*iTL*ofca«*eHl»I=fi«*1**Ci:35<-C#. £

[0 0 8 9] *fc % »#JS7(=E«a>a«38iBl**
isi»sei!i-r-sfcafea)«**«»"*"*«ai:. «

*=«i:4«*co«ift*»*E«-r*«aiK«*at. «
Ea*ao>i£«»*i=»^Lxr. a*B$gij£jiiti^--&

a«5ctafli*firLv «»a»M(oiBasa«-r*«w
aia«*a<t. «»s»*]»«*a*<a«-r
S-^lvt^i i^>«r—(ai»a)ftKI«a*«jE-r**

-*jE*a*«x.Ti^*.
[0 0 9 0] CCOaflSgl*. W3S*<* UV^-EhIB*

<t^m^co«^=KS*sts-r4o a*B»*ia«*a*<«
aEa*ao>BEaajiii=at^^-c«»»*j*a«-r*a
«5cta«sfiri\ a»B*M<o«a*s«r-6«
y—*jE*a3&<«*ft*i*«^a*<a«-r
g^5l>T^ U>^-[°3BC0B#rB11tai&^iE-r4o

[009 1] CO)^ ±l U-V^—[HlB^(7)m^jC0^



(11) SPW9-2 8 4 4 1 7

if£ ft«rr£ c £ £

o

[0 0 9 2]

[oo93] PHsag3*i s^auici** &m%m#im$:

e&6 4«iE«i-r-6fcAcD«**«*&t"s«aB6 6 htm

LTfcy. * U>^-lH)£S6 4^Igg|t-'i>fc^^m^l*

«*&-r^o *fc. TDMA/TDDtolgU3 2 . E«
gS34(i:, CPU36i, xe-*38t, "7-f^4

[0 0 9 4] E1EttK3 4<DAff{::li« *-<Dm«E«
#^fc&lM*«^<0flf«E1i*«£ LT(07>^- Kit.

«e««5 2*<»i+&;KTi*i. 7>>r- KttffifBuaj

[oo9 5] !2l2^#RBLrm-a)iitea5^S

[0096] CPU36I4. TDMA/TD D£&3Hn|J 3

2A<7>^r- h««*a«Lfc3^5^*«3tr* (S

D o 7^- h«**a«Lfc«$l=l4 (S1. Y g

s) . C<D7>^- mffl«7>^-Hff«E«»5 2

l=Ett*"<6 (S 2) o C(?)7^- htffSlcii. T>^r

h<0lsl«a»fflB*£3i*riMR (JUTMBBIMR

<fca<***iTl**. CPU3 6I4. miaia)W$R

S-tiK-fHWlCWI+T. JtIH*fHf47>^r— Mil 5 4

<7)xrjriC. a«%1t«Sr4X««K»J«-9-5 6<DI»J7

«SStS-*. ft. &<I5fctf$Bf4. a«5fe<D«R»-^*-(?

*o-Ct«fcl*. ft. 7>^-Hia5 4t««#BI»J»

#5 6 t-c«i«**i*tB1Hfi«a)»»3&<*-ofll*lB«

[0 0 9 7] *SUT. C PU3 6I4^E— K*— 4 4{Z&

K#ttfi*;fcTi*«fr5**fl5rr« (S3).'::
T? . S*^— K35<K3e**lTL^i (S3. Yes) .

C P U 3 6(4Z>>7— hUg 5 4 J; iJtt*&£R*Mii L.

St** (S4) o ft. :a)*mR3b<«ffltti**ai=fitSf

£ e PHSag3fc1 8<D*lffi#l4. C(©«5K»6 2£»M>
T7>^- h<DI*je*3»U C^7>^r™M:^t^

*tS— K4 2*£*|fflLTA2>-r£ <S5) «

ft. C0)'^|R36<I5l8AA#SI=tta-rSo L"C. CP
U3 6I4. 7^- Kil@ 5 4l=Ett*ft*fll«i:^IIII

S 5T?A**;h.fcl§]«£*tf:*iU ®«<DA*3E»<»T L

fcj*5^*«K-r4 (se) o ft. ^<nmm<\B\&tt$t

[0 0 9 8] ^(DXt^tmj Ltztn^LtzWi^ (S

6. Yes) . CPU3 6l*Ktt3S«3-4<DH5KL&l^

*«3^«3^*«K-j-« <S7) o att!tft<D2R

a»3waffl**t«wwi»*T*ia«ttB3 4(=e«

3^t«Brr*ci*fT5. ft. ca*l«jWJrSB*ai«3e

[0 0 9 9] CCT. aftftfcJ^ASEAfcttWIWCfe
Si:*IBff**LSi (S7. Yes) . CPU36[j:M
#»»IS#5 6**&* 6T?[e]§<7)A;fci*<*l7 Lfc

ess) o ft. :(D*iiH3&<«tt««Bi»i*'si=isar

[OIOO] CPU 3 61*. ca>5I«5fe11Kai::ttr5i\

T. ^;u^^t5o c<7)^-f

K*"rs. ^lt. p Hsas^i sii^M^afiffi^it
a«iataa)»«35<ff<i:te*t* (sqj . ^lt. cpu
3 6[4fiBttgg3 4(0BI^LttLxfi«l=E«*tU*Jim
««»=»-j-«Bi*tai«-*"* (s i o) . ft. c<7)¥m

[o 1 o 1 ] ft. ^rais 1 tfrxr-hiBacDafiA^ff
DHTL^ftL^ (S 1 . No) I4 % flS 3^itt7 0 ^
WIS 3 "CIhI^^— K^lft3E$4x"CL^tet^t $"fc(4 (S

3. no) . fis ^^mz>o ¥ms6T. msA*^
^7LrL^^^:L^<t^ (S6. No) 14. ^illS4^M
So #«s 7 -e^^ifeS Ltzfttnft-eitti^t ^(=I4

(S7. No) . ^IOiS7^R& 0

[0 10 2] :<D'J:5a:»ftSff5 ^tlCcfcoT. 1UT



(12) ttffl IP9 - 2 8 4 4 1 7

>5»o *fc. ca)«ft*»iT-r«iBi=iewt**L&PHs

LTH«*A:fcT££i x 5»fr/£tt-efc'&. *4xSu *J

[0 10 3] ^WSTTfTifcKSLfcHrffiWrBl

CtUcJ^J. Max h(0i£T*>M«<D*JB)«

4rtlci*. 7>^r— 5 4(=StM««*E13lLfctt

c£A<^**«#ft«E«*R±: Lro«#B»raiB«ap

53t, T>*r— HH 5 4lcE«LfcRIHflMRSa3*

^6 2fcaJ2iLf::B$fc1£. *<DRPa111ittfc<D»J6B8«A<

Ett»5 1 6 Jh/C 1*4. *<Dffe<0fl|j«l*»-a)

aJS<D»ffiI=*5(t*SlWi:EI«-t?ft*«)T?. tft^£»g

r*. ft. 5 4tjfis«#atsi]**5 6t

SU 7>^r- HI 5 4 tMtlKili-15.6 till

[0 10 5] a^t» 0 3 ^#psLrm~^nt6(^^^
l=*5ltS»ft0>ttW*4T5 o CPU36I1 TDMA/

ffj^-r^ (S20) o 7^>r— h-mnz&mLt-^iz
fi (S20, Yes) , Cd0T>^-— Hl«*7>^-
hflWRE«»5 2I=E«-T« (S2 1) o C(07>^r-

7>^- h£m/£^£*:tf><Z>tlt$fi (JSLTKMfllWi:*

a>*H60)fl^!Bi:H«I=* CPU36I1 marina**
*v**t»ltftlt-C. gf»tf«l*^>^-hiSg5 4<7)x

JWH««I*M*J»5 8fl)"i Uri=-t+L-F#tE««»*

[0 10 6] ft. M*««l±* Mft^«K»**-c?
&oT*.fcl*. 7>^r- HHB5 4<k*«#Bi»J

i^5 6 <t&(I#ll8 5 8 £T?fgj££*i£Eil3£il<z>£p^

3&<SR-a)«taEtt*Sl=ttai"4« cpu3 6ii8S0)

2 1 -eE«Lfc7>^- htt$fi<b:cO^J£^^A<*JJ

©r"e $ -6 £ 5 «f^a"CS#»BEtt» 5 3^E««»

*

1*4 (S 2 2) o

[0 10 7] fit, C P U 3 6I4^E— K*— 4 4(Cfc

^E— K3&<»3E**tTl^*3^SA^*JS"r4 (S2 3) o

CCT?. U*^— K*<S£**lTl*4£ (S2 3. Ye
s) . C P U 3 6l47>^r- HSI 5 4 * LJRniR«£
n?tfttJL. Cft£S^6 2^^tfc2l£l*4 (S2

4) o ft. C(D*IHA<««dJ**aiw»^t-S« CPU
3 6l*C<&S7*£fTofcB#fig£2> U^-@^6 4Sfl]

fELT**). *<D»M**IKS2 4Tm*Lfc7'>^—

BM5l^EM»t4 (S2 5) o ft. cct\ «
—0DS8MSOT»aa«*W S 5 .-eft 5cfc5 ^0*0)A* * ft

[01O8] fit, CPU3 6I*. EttSK3 4 0)l9

^L«cL^«i=^AE«*sixfc»ia««[*tt^tB-r. £

4<> fit, att(OBW*<*a)»Bsim«-e»£*iix*B*

M«rt'Cfc-63^S3&^**JBr'rs (S2 6) o il

ffl»ft<D3R**J5IA<affl*3h.«ttia«* :^*)E«!SjS3

4i=E«u atta)B»«36<ta)aa«i5icpB»iB*i=as

rsA^s^^jwrsct^ff^. ft. cco^ni^^

[0109] ' asa)tt*JA<Hf3e»IB*rtT?fcS

<t¥lJS£*l4£ (S26. Yes) . CPU36I*. il

««H5 sajxUricEltSnSMISIfftt* 1 -3«R^
n« (S27) ... ft. ca>ttftfi<B*fflffitttt«¥Rf=tt

»-T4. fit, *(7)8JEtf*ft£. ^b>?-@»6 4

^£<7)Blc^a<$81tft$B"C?F£ft4 B lc*> £iS^rTl*4

^S36^*fl3E-r« (S2 8) o ft. C(0MftM*Mlt«
*ai::tt*»-r4. )WH*<iftrTl*fcL^fl££-

;ft4<h: (No) . CPU3 6li. fi#B»rp1E1Sffi 5 3 1=

Ett**t«^MI=B8"r*1«** 1 -3*M**fl**o

[0 110] *LT. *0)»Pp1ICI!B^ 41M8

^toStofc»Ba3&<«5aLfc36^^*flS"r«i (S2
9) o ft. Cfl)*IIIH3&<«?*»*JH:tt*KI=»S"r*o c
ct?. ¥itotetotzftM<Dl&&tfitei*tWK£*i&t (s

2 9. No) . CPU3 6liB*»MEtl«5 1 l=E«
**t*^pHTi=Ba-r*mat io*R^.«t^o fit, *
o^mizKtzm&t * u 6 4 sfijffl lt$

fc^s^^^j^-r-s (s3o) o ft. ca)^mA<ai^^
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[0 111] :Ct\ ^a6I£S£*lfrB#PB1(7)*£ifiA<2o&

tn&Zfr&t (S 3 0. Yes) . CPU36I1 f£

fI#S£SlJ3t^-5 6<DX«J7^b, ^IIIS 2 8^f>S 3 0

<DiHi5feifffs$iffi^^^ (S3D o ft. z&mmm
mmmm^mzm^-tZo cpu36it c

[Z*tfcttifih*ltz®&$:&mTt£ (S3 2) o ft. Z<D

[O 1 1 2] ft. ^HIS 201?7^- htt$B<7>£<f*<

^iMi^lCli (S2 0. No) . MS 2 3lZst*;o ^
IIISS 2 3T*ttJ^J^e— K*<lS^£;ftTl^cU^ £\Z\t (S

23. no) . ^ms 2 6iziit;o ^Bis 2

^*tifcB#r^w"T?li^t>i:¥iJ©r^tt^^: (S2 6. N

o) . ^iiiS2o^^»o #mas 2 8-e^ESA<ia^Ti>

&£¥"j©r£*l£<h: (S 2 8. Yes) . ^MS 3 1 <^*M

(S 2 9. Yes) . ¥IS 3 1 ^Mtto ¥^iHS 3 Ot
ffi&ftr$<D&Mtf&^tmm£*i&t (S3 0. n

o) . ^isao^I^c^icfe^o
[O 1 1 3] dCQcfc5£:. IM^£fT5-<tlc£oT&lT

t^T?#^o *<nfz#>. &m?z>££\zp hs^i 8

[0 115] T>^r- hm&Zm^mz&Tf; Ltz

[0 116] *fc. ¥IS 2 6/C^BS£J*>^tf>Stf>/=

T^sr- t*(D®<g$:&mfolZ&m-t&^£t)<T'£Z> 0 &
-<Dmm<r>tim£mmz % ^t^mm^mo)

ja«ffl £ c <t a<-o £
[0 117] #Uc. El4S#iLr, *^£Jl:tMbL
^mH(7)|l^(7)^SO)^^lCOL>riAB^t-^o ft. B=

[0118] CPU36lt magi 6 6 7b<^3 U>$f— [e]£&

6 4 ^ IBifi-r& fc tbOMJi £«S6 LT L

*

^llf^c fit. ^3 U>^~[5]SS6 4l=m^lC0ffi«&S

r*i#-f £B#ja£feajf*.(s4"o) « ft. z.<Dmm<m

*Sf!flte£«*a-f (S4 0. Yes) . CPU 3 61*

fating 3 4<Dm^Lt£i^m\zimt!tiz>ftm2cO)W.
IS##^^^ffi^> (S4D o ::t\ ^IS^miS

ri i 7j (Dmumm^m^m^-^mm
Tctomiss^-e&^c fit, cc-e^^^>miss^
^at&y^'WUL. il^l(H]^(7)}g^$^T5 (S4 2) 0

fit. *<»mmftfr*&mftmizm?%mm&%im-f
%> (S4 3) o ft. C0)^Il!R^pB*SljS{i^SlcSS

"T^o CPU36li, ^C0^B#^lJ[Cg-^L^T.

$r-H]8&6 4 0)^SlJ*i3il|-r^ (S4 4) o ft. C0f

[o 1 1 9] ccoct mm%tm.<»m.M.tf?9LA£ixtz

^T5c^3t)<-e#^o t&tzih. &fM£>fri±<?)tztf>o)&$&

[0 12 0]

[^0^05^^] U±mXLtzZtfr*BJ\frt<j:*olz, *

l>:i:^^o mm*. [UgltR^S^-oWffifB
g^PSirgBH^^^fiifaic^LT. ^rc^isg-tftEig^
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«»ff-r*ffit"c*<* ia»ai=»«5fei=fi«f *it^

[0 12 1] »*a2i=E«a>a«ss«=J:ft

i*. is*tiifsK(7)S(]mcoteic. a*B»*J**u>y-

^ffl««ii*i=«fc*a«<o^ft«(o*s<»:i:*iiia-r*

[0122] *fc. ii*ii3iciaK(7)afiSg[CcfcH

(DBW, BIB. B#M*<DftPfl««i*W;KL..C(OltK

[::»-5lvca«*fr3 uitft?#4. hp*>. ^-c^mfg

ta>M«(=**3K-6B*PBl«ttf=»^L\Ta«tBB*&

f&(D[§]l|X^A<lS]Ji-f &c

[0 12 3] Sfc. »#«4l=iei£a>a«Sa::«fcn

E$&J t^ *>i£5£ L fcB#*I <t *JtBrr* C £ # £ (7)

«IHI9<DHIi*0><F^BIBi*lBa

X

K0«L^BB**fflo-ca«*ff^SCi:*<-C#-5-
ctLic^y. a«ax KD«T^a«ai«*i=J:*a«

[0 1 2 4] »3Ria5l=tBKa)affl»«l=J:*u

Ohk^$SmicS^t^Tam¥S7b<a(i^ fr 5 <fc 5 icflWt

[0 12 5] *fc. |I*H6lZS5^©a«SS(C<fc^

a<a<i£ff5£3icmjssft-cL^ 0 *<afci&v iMB*

fca«*a»WI=S«*-fr«ci:3E><T?#. a«fi#t£l»

[0 12 6] H5R)I7l=IBK<©a«3SlSI=<fc*t

IS. A u>y-@B^(D>*a)tt»*8SEaL, ceo

»wi::a«*fT5w£j&<T?#4o sp*>. assg<om3B

<D tz #><F> JKSifclSkfl^ £ n.—-tPS»ttr* c t ti<X #

[[n®a)famfeiftB^]

^0T?fc£o

[0 3] <DSM6<Dfl^ffll=fcltS»ft*ttM

-t&tz&xoyo— htfe^o

-?&tzih<Dyn—^-v— h-cfe£>o

[0 5] ffi*0) P H S(DWSOTtSfcib(D^P 7 ^

[0 6] p h s i=6i+-6a«*a*Hwt*Bi?fc*«
[07] PHSa«l=S3(t-6T:~**** tt^"*"* Hlcf

[0 8] PHSI=fclt-&»«»ft*KWr*fcA<07P

[09] .PHs«=ei+*ffi«»*«if**iawr*fcto<D

[01 O] PHS$flffl«7>^r-mtt^fA(D

[011] ^±&^S55iJtt$fitB@a5l^ffitt^tt^>1tta*l5i

[01 2] as*iasijm$fiiBmgiiizfBti^^^itfs*ift0^

[013] PHs-tf— tf^*i»jai=fc(t*r><r— k«

[014] 3!ti6SI=j3(t*7'>^— h««(0S«»(*S

[015] *i6ji»=a3i+*r>^— n»«a)j*«»ft*

[016] PHStt*i=fci**7>*- h«tt©S«l»

[017] P HSag*lZfclt^>T>^— hflMlfcBlsISM

[0 1 8] > 'y-tr— ^*»#Lfcfi*l=e»4f-f -VJUS-



(15) BB¥ 9-2 8 4 4

3 4 sam^s
3 6

4 2

CPU

4 4 — K*—
5 1 aaaBSfinjattffl

5 2 r>^r- hlRtttBttff

5 3 fitf?ft|BttBttft

5 4 TXr-hfll
5 6-"*«#»Sfl*^
5 8

6 2 S^SP
6 4 mss

6 6

[02]

I

[H 7]

l*rj.X07> (2*0 if v y. 525 pi)

ftss

[011]

EQSSfff

,S9

..S10

cac :*u»rt* ss:

RSSPR UW
CRC

ss: x*-

112233 "3-1 23-22* "01

"

987654 "52-03-11"

S55555 "52-03-12* "03"

i
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[01]

X

X

A

—

/
phs*-

13

\ z

16'

20

28

t£

3

42.

44^

66

36^"
f
CPU

38,

40,

,10

CPU
22

24

TDMA/TDO

,26

TDMA/TDD

so
32

^

^56

-51

^53

30

34

—tlL_

—terns

18
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[B3]

No

7>Cr- htf«

I ,S22

S24

S25

S26

SSift© (cs)

PHSfift* (Ps) 1

phs«* (ps) z

PHSw* (Ps> 3

S32

igfg

J

S31

Yes

^— Yes

^ Yes

[0 6]

TOMA/TDD7 U- A (5ms)

~

—

t :— : T—:

—

\ ft iR a

I ! I

JT

'\ *2R A *3R A »4R
/

Art jf^XaJlj

t t

[08] 1 4]

PHSfiS5^(0
SI 20

S121

SI 22

PHSJB*tt«£-CIfi]

5123

S124

.SI 25

S126

[012]

123-4567 Chabcd 112233 0

111-1111 Osrffll 9B76S4

539-3393 Qic7f7f 555555 Ho

i
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[15]

X

13. z

\

16-

20

28

a

42

36

38

40

CRJ

n e—

^

4—7*- H

JO
PHSffl8«g»

CPU
22

24

TDMA/TDD

.26

TDMA/TDD

50
32

34

30

18

PHS«3?

,12

J 4

16



(19) ttffi^ 9-284417

PH5«B^^O^>^l£l Yes

~~f~

S133

S134

IS135

5136

1 8]

2)0

202

^
} CPU

2

219

l4v|.A7)ffl

„S137

1

No

1 3]

3

S201

S202

S203

S204

S207
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1 0]

36-

38>

"CPU

40,

At

44

46

TDMA/TDD

50 32
V
30

52 34

62

-t-
18

PHS5SS3*



(21) ftBH 3? 9-2 8 441 7

1 5] [016]

gate ^
S22Q

210

( rate J

[019]

I

S221

.S214

^ 7><r-h«

S2£5

S226

I

I

I

S301

S302

5303

S304

.S305

S306




